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Union plumbers unemployed
Hiring non-union labour 'unfair'
by Chuck Kirkham
Unemployed construction
workers who claimed that Wilfrid
Laurier University management is
trying to break local unions picketted
the WLU library last week.
A flyer distributed by the
unemployed workers said that a local
architectural firm and the
management of this school "are
trying to undermine construction
unions."
The firm — Walter, Fedy,
McGargor, Hachburn — has denied
that they are responsible for the
hiring of employees at the site.
According to a spokesman for the
firm, they are only the engineering
consultants at the project.
The contractor for the library
addition is Stewart-Hinan of
Beamsville, Ontario. Company
spokesman David Harvey said that
they had tendered most of the work
themselves and were only directly
responsible for the concrete and
carpentry work. It is Stewart-Hinan
policy to use only union labour for
their jobs, but the same guidelines
are not followed when it comes time
to accept tenders.
The local unions seem to be
concerned over the hiring of two
non-union plumbers on the site.
Both men work for Twin City
Mechanical.
Jerry Wilson, president of the
Waterloo area Building Trades
Council, is concerned about the
present trend of contractors
tendering their work out to non-
union shops.
"Until recently and with the
recession, all the projects —
especially at the universities — were
union. Now some small non-union
shops who have little experience on
the bigger jobsare appearing on the
bid lists," said Wilson.
Wilson explained that union bids
are usually a little bit higher because
of such things as job training and
pensions that are supplied for the
union members and not available to
the non-union workers.
"They (non-union shops) are
beating us at the bid in some cases
Photo by Jackie Kaiser
Two local unemployed union members picket the WLU library in protest of the use of non-union
workers for the current construction of a two-floor library addition.
Foreign applications drop 41%
by Chuck Kirkham
The Ontario government is driving foreign
students away because of its differential fee policy,
Ontario graduate studies organizations charge.
"There is no doubt that it is the provincial
government's differential fee policy that is driving
the students away," said Tom Robinson,
president of the OCGA.
"Visa students are vital to our post graduate
system," continued Robinson. "It is detrimental to
our society not to encourage their studying here."
The council has noted a 41 per cent drop in
applications from foreign students wishing to
study in Ontario since 1981.
In 1981, 1,324 foreign students applied for
graduate studies in Ontario. September of this
year saw only 813 new applicants.
In a brief to the Ontario Council on University
Affairs, the Council of Ontario Universities (COG)
welcomed the Ontario government's deicision to
postpone the second of the fee hikes. It was
expected that the government planned on raising
the foreign tuition fees to as much as $9,240 this
past spring. Presently foreign students pay $6,930
in tuition fees each year. Their Canadian
counterparts are paying only $1,500 for a year of
graduate studies.
In Ontario there are presently only 50
scholarships available to foreign graduate
students. According to Dr. Lyn Watt, executive
vice chairman of the OCGA, "the number of
scholarships available in Ontario is negligible."
Although Watt would like to see the number of
scholarships raised he is concerned also about
the focus of the scholarships.
"A scholarship program must be set up thatwill
attract visa students into our programs. Most
scholarships presently go to students who have
already been studying here for a year," said Watt.
Robinson echoed Watt's beliefs. "I think it is a
good idea, we should push for it. The fees could
stay up, provided of course that the government is
willing to raise the number of scholarships."
The OCGA solution is similar to the plan that
the British government announced this past
spring. Full cost tuition would be retained (as it
has been since 1980)for foreign students wishing
to do graduate work in Britain, but the effect of
those high fees would be lessened by an enlarged
scholarship fund. The policy change was effected
by a study done in 1982 that concluded the high
tuition fee policy was detrimental to Great Britain.
continued on page 9
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How much fun can you pack
into a VIA train trip? y/Bsm
For a weekend or a day or two, you can pack a lot of fun into a tow priced VIA train trip.
Ask about our 1 day, and 2 to 7 day fare reductions, our convenient schedules for
weekend trips and our terrific group fares.
Wherever you're going, for whatever fun reason, take it easy, take the train. Call VIA Rail or
your Travel Agent now.
KCMMBI ■/tl *•- ■
news
Referendum campaign rolling
by Bruce Maule
On December 1 students will vote in a
WL(JS(J referendum asking whether students
approve-a $7.50 per term increase in their fees.
TTiis increase would be donated to the
University's Development Fund to help
finance the proposed University Arts Centre. In
all, $360,000 would be donated by students
over the course of six years. Those not wishing
to contribute to the fund would be able to have
their money returned to them according to the
referendum's refundable fee clause.
The $360,000 donation would be used to
help construct a proposed music wing—the
first of three phases in the University Arts
Centre proposal which alone is expected to
cost $1.3 million. Included in Phase lis a recital
hall costing $680,000, a rehersal hall costing
$150,000 and renovations to the Theatre
Auditorium (T.A.) costing $480,000.
The renovations to the T.A. are to include an
enlarged stage, acoustical sound treatment,
new lighting, improvements to the foyer, and
installation of approximately 500 seats. The
seats will be on a sloping platform and will be
retractable so that the building can still be used
for purposes not requiring seats.
Currently the largest room on campus is
IEI with about 250 seats and is not large
enough for many events. As well, IEI is
usually booked up to such an extent that it is
difficult to get the use of it. After the
construction of the music wing the T.A. would
hypothetically be available 75 per cent of the
time compared to the current 10 per cent
availability rate.
Additonal fund-raising efforts are under way
to finance Phase II and 111 of the Arts Centre
which are not included in the Development
Fund Site Master Plan. Unless money is raised
outside of the Excellence in the Eighties
Campaign, construction of Phase II and 111 will
not take place. (Excellence in the Eighties is
the name given to the University's fund-raising
campaign. The projects included in this
campaign, such as the two-floor library
addition, will cost over $6 million.) The
additional two phases of the Arts Centre are
expected to cost $3.7 million more.
If enough funding can be found for the extra
phases then the concept of a University Arts
Centre will be enhanced. Phase II calls for
the conduction of new music offices and an art
gallery in the entrance. The new gallery would
relieve tine Concourse of the art displays set up
there allowing more space for and proper
security of the art works on display.
Phase 111 involves the conduction of the
classrooms and 30additional offices. It is only
after Phase 111 is completed that MacDonald
House will be converted back into a residence
with about 95 beds.
The completion of Phase 111 will also include
an enclosed walkway between the dining hall
and the Arts Centre resulting in all academic
buildings on campus being physically joined.
Although the three phases are designed
such that they can be added onto the previous
phase, Marjorie Millar of Alumni Affairs and
Development Fund said that it is more
desirable to do them all at once. The cost of
constructing outside walls for each phase and
then tearing them down when the next phase is
built is quite high. Another reason for building
it all at once is the fact that construction
are substantially below estimated costs
because of the recession. The addition to the
library was budgeted at $1.3 million but
actually ended up costing just under $1
million.
Pro... ...Con
"Students have a responsibility to give something
tangible back to the school," according to Terry
Pursell, a WLUSCJ arts director and chairman of the
pro campaign' in favour of a $360,000 student
donation to the Development Fund. "It's a charitable
donation on the part of the students — and it's
refundable.''
Pursell said that WL(JS(J decided to earmark the
donation to the music building because they wanted
to contribute to something which would be started
right away and would give students some benefits.
WLCISCI decided against building an elevator in the
Student Union Building (S(JB) at this time because
they couldn't justify enough benefit to the students
for the pricetag. "A WLCISCI project can be
funded by WLCISU without a referendum if that's
what we wanted to do," added Pursell. Ramps and
similar projects were rejected by the Board because
they are already covered in the Development Fund.
As part of the campus upgrading plan they couldn't
be started for several years.
According to Pursell, all students will derive
benefits from the new music wing. "Right now there
is no availability for dances, formals, concerts and
Meet the Author events on campus, and having the
use of the Theatre Auditorium (T.A.) 75 per cent of
the time will provide these facilities" said Pursell. At
present the WL(J music faculty has the use of the
T.A. 90 per cent of the time. After construction of the
music wing the music department will have the use
of it for only 25 per cent of the time.
Pursell also notes that there is currently a conflict
between the music faculty and the residences; each
is bothered by the other's noise. A new music wing
wil reduce the noise coming from MacDonald House
and will also result in the removal of the portables,
according to Pursell.
Pursell also believes that a contribution by the
students will spur grants from the provincial
government. "By seeing we are giving money the
government will look favourably on giving us
additional funds," suggest Pursell. WLCI President Dr.
John Weir said, however, that there is no guarantee
or even past precedent by the government to suggest
that this will in fact occur. Weir said the "student
support would be nothing but positive," but added
that a move in that direction by the government . . .
cannot be said for sure."
Pursell also pointed out that a return of MacDonald
House to a residence would be a major benefit. This
would occur, however, if Phase II and 111 are built.
There is no funding at the present time to cover the
expected $3.7 million cost.
Responding to Chuck Kirkham's column in the
November 10th Cord, Pursell said that there is no
hurry in passing the referendum. The issue has been
going on for two years and during the summer the
Board of Directors put a lot of planning into it, said
Pursell. The Development Fund itself has been in
existence for several years. Pursell feels that the three
week period before the. actual vote is ample to allow
a fair chance for both sides. She added that it was
desirable to have the referendum vote before exams
start in December.
"I'm not against the music wing, and I'm not
against the fee hike" assured Andrew Reid, a second
year Business student who is heading the fight
against the referendum, "but I am against what our
money is being used for."
According to Reid over 70 per cent of the $6.2
million goal for the Development Fund (which
includes only Phase I of the propsed music wing) has
already been collected. If the students contribute to
the music wing then they will be contributing to
something "which will be built anyway because the
university expects to have no trouble raising the $6.2
million they need."
Reid is convinced that there are better things to
spend the money on and that a project should be
chosen which would not be affordable without the
donation. Reid strongly favours the installation of an
elevator in the Student Union Building. "$300,000 is
worth it for an elevator," said Reid. "There are
disabled people in this world, and we have to account
for them."
Responding to concerns that the university should
use some of its $6 million surplus before students
have to contribute, Reid explained that while it would
be nice to use some of that money, it is simply not
possible. "Since the $6 million was accumulated by
setting money aside from revenue it is not supposed
to be diverted to capital projects," explained WL(J
President Dr. John Weir. The intention is to have the
money in reserve for contingencies on the operating
side and that the money is to apply to the academic
side of the insititution, Weir further clarified.
Reid feels that many of the arguments being
presented on the pro side are erroneous. "A problem
between the music department and Little House is a
pile of crap," says Reid who lives in Little House and
has his window facing the music department. He
contends that residence people are not nearly as
upset about the noise as others suggest and that the
practice of 'stereo wars' against the music wing is
totally untrue.
First year students will be either intimidated or
ignorant about the extra $15 fee and therefore are
very unlikely to ask for a refund even if they don't
support the plan, Reid believes. "When kids show up
in first year they just write a cheque for everything
they're told to at registration."
Reid questions Pursell's contention that "students
have a responsiblity to contribute something tangible
back to the university." Students already pay over
$1,000 in tuition each year, and at least $5,000
during their eight-month stay in Waterloo, Reid
pointed out. The students are already providing
tangible feedback in the form of between 3,000 and
4,000 jobs which exist solely because of the student
population in Waterloo, according to Reid.
Reid is quick to point out that the student fees paid
by the student body are among the lowest in the
province. He also recognizes the need for a music
wing and the obvious benefits which this would bring
to Laurier. Reid seriously questions, however, why we
are contributing to something which will be built
regardless of a student contribution when this money
could be put towards a worthwhile project which •
might not otherwise be considered.
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Gourmet six ouncc burgers
Done to your individual taste
Variety of salads with spinach or
lettuce, each completely different
Stuffed veal cutlets
Fresh baked quiche
Exotic foot-long hot dogs
24 entrees for under $3.90
Licensed for Wine and Beer
Corner ofKing and William Streets
BESIDE THE DONUT CASTLE
Happy Hour! Daily 4-6 pm
/trj
j spaghetti house
103 KING ST N . WATERLOO
886-1010 or 886-1011
Delivery on campus $100
FOR HOME DELIVERY PHONE THE ABOVE
Tuesday Special
Buy one panzerotti at
regular price and get another
of equal value or less
for just
i aa Take outvpI.UU or eat in
comment
Apathy in the '80s
by Timothy Neesam
and Matt Certosimo
The telephone rang twice before
Steve was able to answer it.
Normally he would answer it
sooner; tonight, however, he
worked on his economics in the
kitchen —a good 12 feet from
where the telephone hung in the
hallway.
"Good evening, sir." The voice
was direct and forward: "I was
wondering if you would mind
answering a question or two for a
sociology study I'm involved with."
"No, I don't mind. Go ahead,"
Steve lied. He really felt like
hanging up.
"Thank you. Gmm... What do
you think of daytime television?"
"1 like 'All My Children.' 1 watch it
after my last class and before
dinner, everyday," Steve answered
indifferently.
"Thank you for your time, sir.
Good night."
"0.K., good night." Steve
replaced the phone on the hook
and went back to work; tomorrow's
8:30 a.m. class seemed awfully
early.
After breakfast, Steve headed to
the Peters Building for his first
class and, although the weather
wasn't too comfortable, he decided
to go through the Concourse and
then go the 'outdoors' route. This
way he would not be too early, and
he was hoping to see someone
'interesting' on his way. Steve
enjoyed sitting in the Concourse
and looking at the odd
people and the cute ladies going
by. After a brief stint under the hall
clock, it was time for class; he now
only had two minutes left.
As he opened the door to leave,
a voice came from nowhere;
"University has become an
institution!" Steve searched
desperately with his eyes for the
owner of that odd statement, but
to no avail. He didn't want to look
foolish standing outside looking for
a voice, so off to class he trotted.
Although he wasn't terribly
interested, Steve decided to go
back to the spot where he heard
the voice—maybe he could find
some clues as to where someone
could hide. Steve was convinced
one of his buddies was trying to
play a joke on him. A quick look
satisfied Steve's interest, but didn't
seem to answer any questions. As
he turned to leave, Steve noticed a
tiny, pudgy, goateed gentleman
leaning against the wall, as if to
hold it up, feet crossed, and
smoking a foul-smelling pipe.
He looked nothing like any of
Steve's friends. Dressed in an out-
of-date green costume, with worn,
earthy moccasins on his feet, the
stranger looked like someone out
of a dream. Steve decided that this
image was decidedly odd. The little
green man looked back at Steve
throuqh bushy evebrows, before
bursting out in a heavy, yet
unrecognizable accent: "What s
yer problem, Bud?"
Steve paled and looked around
to see if anyone had noticed them
standing near each other.
"Don't worry about em. They
couldn't care less," said the little
green man as he pulled away from
the wall in order to appear as
distinguished as possible—for a
little green man. "Now, as I was
saying before ya run off,
universities have become
institutions, the students merely
pawns for the beaurocracy to play
with at will. The creative spirit has
withered and died. I should know."
Thrusting a finger in the air, he
continued: "The breadth of
humanity shall suffer, mortally
struck down by the arrows of
egoism and self-interest!"
Steve looked at this little
prophet-like individual before him.
He did not appreciate pontification,
less so when aimed directly at him.
Thus, he took what he thought to
be an appropriate response.
"Screw off!" he said and began to
walk away, unmoved by the speech
he had just heard.
The little fellow simply narrowed
his eyes and sneered, but only a
little, and followed. "Aren't you
even a tad bit curious about my
identity?" he asked. Steve paused.
"Who are you?" Steve asked,
although unsure of any interest.
"I am a cliche," announced the
man. "But not your ordinary
cliche— oh, no, I am the rarest
cliche of all. The kind that should
be heard, for I am far more
relevant than I may appear to be
on the surface."
Steve began to walk away again,
but the little green man just walked
right along with him, lighting his
pipe as he did so. "We're also
tough to get rid of, like a guilty
conscience. I nags and 1 don't lets
up, heh, heh, heh." He abruptly
switched track: "Watch soaps?"
"Ya, so what?" Steve was
suspicious.
"I figured as much. You see,
you're a cliche too; a 1980s cliche.
Normally, a cliche wouldn't
develop until the end of the
decade. Things move more quickly
nowadays—technology and all."
"Look, mister." Steve was
definitely losing his temper. "I don't
like the way you look; you smell
and you have a funny, unfamiliar
foreign accent; I don't like being
seen with someone as odd as you!
So leave me alone!"
"See, I told you. You are a
cliche. Today's university students
can't be bothered to look at their
past straight on. Statistics show
that you aren't the first to run
away, and by the looks of things
around here, you sure won't be the
last!
"Why are you pestering me?"
Steve asked in desperation. "I'm
quite happy with the way I am. In a
couple of years, I'll be able to get a
good paying job, settle down and
raise a family. What's wrong with
that? Nothing!! So why don't you
screw off!!! I don't have to
understand you or discuss life with
you. I'm not running away; I'm
moving on! I'm part of today; you
are yesterday."
"If yesterday involves thinking,
vocalizing and standing up for
more than one's self, than this little
green man is proud to be a
different cliche than you!" The tiny,
foreign man seemed to be losing
his self control. "You were right
when you said you were doing
nothing wrong, but should that be
your only concern? If you are
unwilling to fight for an absolute
good, who will? You've
compromised humanity! You have
no conscience!!"
Steve landed on the floor. After
wiping his eyes, he climbed back
into bed, snuggling securely under
the covers. "Qnly a dream," Steve
sighed aloud. "How come I have
this incredible urge to click my
heels and cry There's no place like
home! There's no place like
home!'?" He chuckled at his wit
and slowly went back into a light
yet comfortable slumber. There
was still another hour before his
alarm would start him off on his
daily routine.
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A Paid Education
and a Career
Get the facts about tion if y° ur training schedule
the Canadian Forces allows
Regular Officer On graduation you will be com-
Trainina Plan missioned as an officer and begin" work in your chosen field.
You have initiative, leadership TUauaU ||fo
qualities and are determined to ■ Hvl v J Vlw 111 w
succeed! This may be the plan Ijlffd l^1
for you. Upon acceptance the HIW? Il»
Canadian Forces will subsidize
your education at a Canadian For more information on plans,
military college or a mutually entry requirements and opportu-
selected Canadian university. We nities, visit the recruiting centre
offer you good pay, paid tuition, nearest you or call collect — we're
books and supplies, dental and in the yellow pages under Re-
health care and a month's vaca- cruiting, or mail the coupon below.
#THE CANADIANARMED FORCES Canada
[~ The career with a difference i
I Director of Recruiting & Selection
National Defence Headquarters
| Ottawa, Ontario KIA OK2
I lam interested in the Canadian Forces Regular Officer
Training Plan.
Name Telephone I
j Address |
|
City Prov. Postal Code |
KITCHENER-WATERLOO 1
, HOSPITAL PHONE NUMBERS
i Kitchener-Waterloo Hospital has I
1 installed a new telephone system. Please clip I
out the listing below and keep it near your 1
telephone for convenient reference. 1
Admitting 749-4240
Detoxification Centre 749-4209 112
Emergency 749-4242
I Nutrition Counselling 749-4212
I Occupational Therapy 749-4255 I
I Physiotherapy 749-4224 I
I Poison Control 749-4220 I
I Main Hospital Switchboard 742-3611 I
I (All Numbers) l_
_*
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" A r e n ' t  y o u  
c u r i o u s  a b o u t  m y  
a s k e d .  S t e v e  p a u s e d .  
y o u ? "  S t e v e  a s k e d ,  
o f  a n y  i n t e r e s t  
"  a n n o u n c e d  t h e  
y o u r  o r d i n a r y  
n o ,  I  a m  t h e  r a r e s t  
T h e  k i n d  t h a t  s h o u l d  
I  a m  f a r  m o r e  
I  ~ay a p p e a r  t o  b e  
t o  w a l k  a w a y  a g a i n ,  
g r e e n  m a n  j u s t  w a l k e d  
w i t h  h i m ,  l i g h t i n g  h i s  
d i d  s o .  " W e ' r e  a l s o  
r i d  o f ,  l i k e  a  g u i l t y  
I  n a g s  a n d  I  d o n ' t  l e t s  
h e  h . "  H e  a b r u p t l y  
·  " W a t c h  s o a p s ? "  
' S t e v e  w a s  
a s  m u c h .  Y o u  s e e ,  
t o o ;  a  1 9 8 0 s  c l i c h e .  
i c h e  w o u l d n ' t  
t h e  e n d  o f  t h e  
y o u .  Y o u  a r e  a  
s  u n i v e r s i t y  s t u d e n t s  
h t h e r e d  t o  l o o k  a t  t h e i r  
o n .  S t a t i s t i c s  s h o w  
' t  t h e  f i r s t  t o  r u n  
t h e  l o o k s  o f  t h i n g s  
y o u  s u r e  w o n ' t  b e  t h e  
y o u  p e s t e r i n g  m e ? "  
i n  d e s p e r a t i o n .  ' ' f ' m  
w i t h  t h e  w a y  I  a m .  I n  1  
r s ,  I ' l l  b e  a b l e  t o  g e t  1  
j o b ,  s e t t l e  d o w n  a n d  
W h a t ' s  w r o n g  w i t h  
n g ! !  S o  w h y  d o n ' t  y o u  
I  d o n ' t  h a v e  t o  
y o u  o r  d i s c u s s  l i f e  w i t h  
r u n n i n g  a w a y ;  I ' m  
I'~ p a r t  o f  t o d a y ;  y o u  
o n  t h e  f l o o r .  A f t s  
e y e s ,  h e  c l i m b e d  b a c k  
n g  s e c u r e l y  u n d e r  
a  d r e a m , "  S t e v e  
.  " H o w  c o m e  I  h a v e  
u r g e  t o  c l i c k  m y  
' T h e r e ' s  n o  p l a c e  
s  n o  p l a c e  l i k e  
c h u c k l e d  a t  h i s  w i t  
b a c k  i n t o  a  l i g h t  
s l u m b e r .  T h e r e  
h o u r  b e f o r e  h i s  
s t a r t  h i m  o f f  o n  h i s  
4 9 - 4 2 4 0  
7 4 9 - 4 2 0 9  
7 4 9 - 4 2 4 2  
7 4 9 - 4 2 1 2  
7 4 9 - 4 2 5 5  
7 4 9 - 4 2 2 4  
7 4 9 - 4 2 2 0  
7 4 2 - 3 6 1 1  
T H E  C O R D  W E E K L Y  T h u r s d a y ,  N o v e m b e r  2 4 ,  1 9 8 3  
p a g e  5  
S t u d e n t  P l a c e m e n t  O f f i c e r  
n e w s  
I N F O R M A T I O N  S E S S I O N  
/  
o r n  b y - l a w  i n a d e q u a t e  
E l y e a  
p r o p o s e d  b y - l a w  i n  K i t c h e n e r  t h a t  w o u l d  r e g u l a t e  
a n d  s t r i p t e a s e  a c t s  h a s  b e e n  c a l l e d  
t h e  K i t c h e n e r - W a t e r l o o  S t a t u s  o f  W o m e n  
l a w y e r  M a r y  A n n  S c o t t  s p o k e  a t  a  m e e t i n g  
S t a t u s  o f  W o m e n  g r o u p  l a s t  w e e k ,  i n t e r p r e t i n g  t h e  
l a w  f o r  m e m b e r s  s o  t h e y  c a n  m a k e  
llmmm~ndations o f  t h e  d r a f t  t o  t h e  K i t c h e n e r  S o c i a l  
C o u n c i l .  
o f  t h e  d r a f t  a s  i t  n o w  s t a n d s  i s  t o  " r e g u l a t e  
t o  p r o v i d e  o w n e r s  o f  h o t e l s ,  m a n a g e r s ,  
~HPnrlilnts ( s t r i p p e r s )  w i t h  l i c e n s e s , "  a c c o r d i n g  t o  
l i c e n s e  c a n  b e  s u s p e n d e d ,  r e v o k e d ,  o r  f i n e s  
S c o t t  a d d e d .  
f i r s t  d r a f t  o f  t h e  b y - l a w  c e n t r e s  o n  h o t e l s  t h a t  
e x o t i c  d a n c e r s .  A n  a m e n d m e n t  d r a f t  w h i c h  w a s  
t o  t h e  o r i g i n a l  b y - l a w  d e a l s  w i t h  t h e  s a l e  o f  
i n c l u d i n g  " b o o k s ,  m a g a z i n e s ,  p i c t u r e s ,  
r e c o r d s ,  a n d  a n y  o t h e r  v i e w i n g  o r  l i s t e n i n g  
"  a c c o r d i n g  t o  S c o t t .  
t h e  h o t e l s ,  s t o r e s  s e l l i n g  p o r n o g r a p h y  w o u l d  
a s  w o u l d  t h e  o w n e r s ,  s a l e s  c l e r k s  a n d  
a  l i c e n s e  a n  a p p l i c a t i o n  w o u l d  h a v e  t o  b e  
a n d  t h e  c i t y  w o u l d  t h e n  i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  
.  T h e  p o l i c e  w o u l d  h a v e  i n p u t  i n t o  t h e  a w a r d  o f  
T h e  c h a r a c t e r  o f  t h e  a p p l i c a n t s  a n d  g e n e r a l  
·~ntiment w o u l d  b e  t a k e n  i n t o  c o n s i d e r a t i o n ,  
t h e  c i t y  w o u l d  m a i n t a i n  t h e  p o w e r  t o  m a k e  t h e  
m e m b e r  G a i l e  
S i m m o n s  s a i d  t h a t  t h e  q r o u p  d o e s  n o t  w a n t  " t o  r e q u l a t e  
s e x u a l  m a t e r i a l "  b u t  s a i d  t h e y  a r e  " c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  
d e g r a d a t i o n  a n & v i o l e n c e "  a g a i n s t  w o m e n .  
" P o r n o g r a p h y  s a y s  w o m e n  l i k e  t o  b e  a b u s e d ,  w o m e n  
l i k e  t o  b e  r a p e d , "  s h e  s a i d .  
T h e  g r o u p  i s  n o t  d e m a n d i n g  t h a t  p o r n o g r a p h y  b e  
t a k e n  f r o m  t h e  s h e l v e s .  A c c o r d i n g  t o  S i m m o n s ,  t h e y  
o n l y  w a n t  i t  s e t  a p a r t  f r o m  t h e  o t h e r  i t e m s .  A s  t h e  · b y - l a w  
d r a f t  n o w  s t a n d s ,  t h e r e  i s  n o  r e s t r i c t i o n  o n  s a l e s  t o  
m i n o r s .  
A c c o r d i n g  t o  S c o t t ,  t h e  w o r d i n g  o f  t h e  d r a f t  i s  v a g u e .  
A  s t r i p  j o i n t  i s  r e f e r r e d  t o  a s  a n  " a d u l t  e n t e r t a i n m e n t  
p a r l o u r , "  w h i c h  t h e  d r a f t  d e f i n e s  a s  " a n y  p r e m i s e s  o r  
p a r t  t h e r e o f  i n  w h i c h  i s  p r o v i d e d ,  i n  p u r s u a n c e  o f  a  t r a d e ,  
c a l l i n g ,  b u s i n e s s  o r  o c c u p a t i o n ,  g o o d s  o r  s e r v i c e s  
a p p e a l i n g  t o  o r  d e s i g n e d  t o  a p p e a l  t o  e r o t i c  o r  s e x u a l  
a p p e t i t e s  o r  i n c l i n a t i o n s . "  B e c a u s e  t h e r e  i s  n o  d i s t i c t i o n  
b e t w e e n  e r o t i c a  a n d  p o r n o g r a p h y ,  S c o t t  s a y s  t h e  
d e f i n i t i o n  i s  q u e s t i o n a b l e .  
T h e  S t a t u s  o f  W o m e n  g r o u p  o b j e c t s  t o  t h e  p o w e r s  o f  
i n s p e c t i o n  a n d  r e m o v a l  t h a t  t h e  b y - l a w  g i v e s  t h e  p o l i c e  
d e p a r t m e n t .  S c o t t  a l s o  n o t e d  t h e  i n a d e q u a c y  o f  a  b y - l a w  
t h a t  h a s  n o  a p p e a l  p r o v i s i o n  f o r  t h o s e  w h o  h a v e  l o s t  t h e i r  
l i c e n s e s .  
T h e  S t a t u s  o f  W o m e n  g r o u p  p l a n s  t o  a p p r o a c h  c i t y  
s o l i c i t o r  J a m e s  W a l l a c e  a s  t o  w h e t h e r  t h e  p o r n o g r a p h y  
a n d  s t r i p p e r  i s s u e s  s h o u l d  b e  ·s e p a r a t e d  i n t o  t w o  b y - l a w s .  
B u t  s o m e  m e m b e r s  a r e  a f r a i d  t h a t  i f  t h e  t w o  a r e  
s e p a r a t e d ,  p e o p l e  m a y  p u s h  m o r e  f o r  t h e  e n f o r c e m e n t  
o f  t h e  e x o t i c  d a n c i n g  b y - l a w  t h a n  t h e  p o r n o g r a p h y  b y -
l a w .  
T h u r s d a y ,  D e c e m b e r  1 ,  1 9 8 3  
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C H R I S T M A S  S P E C I A L  
l i i ! M t : l  s i n c : l a i r - 1 o o o  · 1  ~~~~~~r 
e s t i m a t e d  $ 8 8 0  b i l l i o n  i n  
e x p e n d i t u r e s  f o r  1 9 8 2  h a s  
t o  a  " s t r a n g u l a t i o n  o f  o u r  
'  a c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  
l f l i a m e n t a r i a n s  f o r  W o r l d  O r d e r  
a  U n i t e d  N a t i o n s - s p o n s o r e d ,  
s a n  o r g a n i z a t i o n  o f  
l e g i s l a t o r s  w o r k i n g  
w o r l d  p e a c e .  
r ' W O  m e t  l a s t  T h u r s d a y  a t  
t o  r e p o r t  o n  a  U n i t e d  N a t i o n s  
o n  ' G l o b a l  M i l i t a r i z a t i o n  
o n o m i c  D e v e l o p m e n t '  
i n  e a r l y  N o v e m b e r  b y  m o r e  
5 0  p a r l i a m e n t a r i a n s  f r o m  2 4  
a m r i e s .  L o c a l  P W O  m e m b e r s  
' a l t e r  M c l e a n  ( P r o g r e s s i v e  
C m s e r v a t i v e ,  W a t e r l o o )  a n d  P e t e r  
( L i b e r a l ,  K i t c h e n e r )  p r e s e n t e d  
B u i l d i n g  a u d i e n c e  w i t h  t h e  
a n d  p r o p o s a l s  d e c i d e d  o n  
t h e  N e w  Y o r k  m e e t i n g  e a r l i e r  
d P V P i n n i n g  c o u n t r i e s  w h e r e  t h e  
p o v e r t y  s h o u l d  b e  t h e  
l~ments' p r i m a r y  c o n c e r n ,  p e r  
m i l i t a r y  s p e n d i n g  h a s  r e a c h e d  
y e a r ,  i t  w a s  r e p o r t e d  a t  t h e  
·  g .  T h e  4 0  w a r s  t h a t  a r e  b e i n g  
i n  t h e  S o u t h  t o d a y  a r e  d i r e c t l y  
b y  u n d e r d e v e l o p m e n t ,  
t h e  P W O  r e p r e s e n t a ·  
t h a t  e a c h  w a r  h a s  b e e n  
b y  e i t h e r  t h e  U . S .  o r  t h e  
U n i o n .  
T h e  P W O  h a s  s p o n s o r e d  a  " C a l l  
G l o b a l  S u r v i v a l ' '  w h i c h  h a s  b e e n  
l i f e d  b y  9 2 9  p a r l i a m e n t a r i a n s  i n  5 5  
a u t i e s  r e p r e s e n t i n g  1 1  0  m i l l i o n  
I U 1 S i i t u e n t s .  
C r i t i c i s m  o f  t h e  P W O  c a m e  f r o m  •  
a u d i e n c e  w h o  q u e s t i o n e d  L o n g ' s  
t o  s u p p o r t  P r i m e  M i n i s t e r  
d e c i s i o n  t o  t e s t  t h e  c r u i s e  
i n  C a n a d a  w h i l e  a t  t h e  s a m e  
s u p p o r t i n g  P W O ' s  c a l l  f o r  
l l s a r m a m e n t .  L a n g  r e s p o n d e d  b y  
i s i s t i n g t h a t  C a n a d a ' s  p a r t  i n  N A T O  
l l l i S I  b e  f u l f i l l e d  t o  m a i n t a i n  t h e  
I ! S p e C t  o f  U . S .  p r e s i d e n t  R o n a l d  
l i g a n  a n d  t o  h o l d  g o o d  b a r g a i n i n g  
p r u n d .  
1 o  m a k e  c h a n g e s ,  w e  m u s t  g o  
h o o g h  t h e  p a r t y  s t r u c t u r e  t h e  
C I J C U S - a n d  i t ' s  a  s l o w  p r o c e s s , "  
L a n g .  ' ' I ' m  n o t  s i m p l y  f o l l o w i n g  
l i n e s , "  h e  a d d e d .  
m e m b e r s  o f  t h e  
t o  L a n g ' s  r e s p o n s e  
w i t h  i s o l a t e d  s h o u t s  o f  ' T h a t ' s  
d o u b l e  t a l k ! "  a n d  " W h a t  a b o u t  
A n d r o p o v ' s  r e s p e c t ? " ,  a n d  f o r u m  
c h a i r m a n  D r .  S h e l d o n  R a h n  o f  
W L U ' s  F a c u l t y  o f  S o c i a l  W o r k  
i n t e r v e n e d  b y  s a y i n g  t n a t  t h e  c r u i s e  
m i s s i l e  i s s u e  i s  a  . .  n o n · P W O  i s s u e .  
T h e r e f o r e ,  o f f i c i a l l y ,  t h e y  h a v e  n o  
s t a n d . "  
P W O  p r o p o s a l s  
T h e  f o l l o w i n g  p r o p o s a l s  w e r e  s e t  
f o r t h  a t  t h e  N o v .  7  t o  9  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  
m e e t i n g  o f  t h e  P a r l i a m e n t a r i a n s  f o r  
W o r l d  O r d e r  a t  t h e  U n i t e d  N a t i o n s .  
•  A  r e p e a t e d  c a l l  f o r  a n  i m m e d i a t e  
f r e e z e  b y  a l l  n a t i o n s  o n  t e s t i n g ,  
p r o d u c t i o n  a n d  d e p l o y m e n t  o f  a l l  
n u c l e a r  w e a p o n s .  
•  A n  e x t e n s i o n  o f  a  n u c l e a r  
w e a p o n s  f r e e z e  t o  c o v e r  m i l i t a r y  
e x p e n d i t u r e  i n  a l l  r e g i o n s  o f  t h e  
w o r l d .  
•  S u b s t a n t i v e  n e g o t i a t i o n s  o n  a  
c o m p r e h e n s i v e  N u c l e a r  T e s t  B a n  
t r e a t y .  
•  A  c o n f e r e n c e  o n  c o n v e n t i o n a l  
d i s a r m a m e n t  i n  A p r i l  1 9 8 4 .  
•  E s t a b l i s h m e n t  o f  r u l e s  t o  g o v e r n  
t h e  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  a r m s  t r a d e .  
•  I n t e n s i f i c a t i o n  o f  s t u d i e s  a b o u t  
p r a c t i c a l  m e a n s  t o  c o n v e r t  m i l i t a r y  
i n d u s t r i e s  t o  c i v i l i a n  p r o d u c t i o n  
w i t h o u t  a g g r a v a t i n g  u n e m p l o y m e n t .  
•  T h e  a d d i t i o n  t o  t h e  U n i t e d  
N a t i o n s  o f  m e c h a n i s m s  f o r  i m p a r t i a l  
a r b i t r a t i o n  t o  a l l o w  f o r  t h e  p e a c e f u l  
r e s o l u t i o n  o f  b o r d e r  d i s p u t e s .  
•  A  d e c l a r a t i o n  o f  n o n - a l i g n m e n t  
b y  i n d i v i d u a l  c o u n t r i e s .  
•  A n  i n i t i a t i v e  b y  t h e  l e a s t  
m i l i t a r i z e d  c o u n t r i e s  t o  o r g a n i z e  
t h e m s e l v e s  a n d  l e a d  t h e  · w a y  i n  
p a r t i c u l a r  m o v e s  o f  p e a c e m a k i n g ,  
s u c h  a s  t h e  c r e a t i o n  o f  a n  
i n t e r n a t i o n a l  S a t e l l i t e  M o n i t o r i n g  
A g e n c y  t o  b u i l d  w o r l d  c o n f i d e n c e  i n  
a  v e r i f i a b l e  m o r a t o r i u m  o n  t e s t i n g ,  
p r o d u c t i o n ,  a n d  d e p l o y m e n t  o f  
n u c l e a r  w e a p o n s ;  t h e  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  
o f  a  p e r m a n e n t  U n i t e d  N a t i o n s  
p o l i c e  f o r c e  t o  p r o t e c t  s m a l l e r  s t a t e s ;  
a n d  t h e  s e t t i n g  u p  o f  g l o b a l  
a u t h o r i t i e s  i n  t h o s e  a r e a s  o f  t h e  w o r l d  
t h a t  a r e  s t i l l  u n m i l i t a r i z e d ,  s u c h  a s  t h e  
A n t a r c t i c ,  t h e  A r c t i c ,  a n d  t h e  s e a -
b e d .  
F u l l y  P r o g r a m m a b l e  2 K  P e r s o n a l  C o m p u t e r  . 6 9 : 9 9  5 6 . 9 9  
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T h e  m o s t  a f f o r d a b l e  p e r s o n a l  c o m p u t e r  o n  t h e  
m a r k e t  a t  g r e a t  s a v i n g s  i n  t i m e  f o r  C h r i s t m a s  
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Taking action
to prevent
The Day After
Probably most of us witnessed ABC's
controversial film, The Day After, last Sunday
evening. Hopefully most of us are seeing the
arms issue a litle more clearly because of it.
And, with a little luck, some of us might even
be inspired to take a positive and active role in
determining our future now that we've seen the
direction in which our "leaders" are taking us.
Experts with loyalties on both sides of the
arms issue have expressed fear that this very
disturbing film will serve only to inspire-
depression, apathy and hopelessness in
viewers. They suggest that the movie's "scare
tactics" might immobilize people and take
away their will to effect change. I'd like to think
the opposite will occur now that people are
aware of the urgency and immediacy of the
problem.
Certainly many viewers will have been upset
by the broadcast, feeling overcome and even
immobilized by the realization that we are in
this thing way over our heads. If the feeling of
despair doesn't soon find relief, we are in
danger of being suffocated by that awful
gnawing feeling that eats at our insides.
If there were really no hope, we would all be
in trouble. But there is relief. It comes through
taking a positive step towards effecting our own
futures.
Considering the incredible significance of the
issue, it may be for the best that people are
forced to face head-on what may be in store
for our world. We must realize that humanity
cannot be entrusted to the whims and passions
of a few graying men.
Maybe you like your life the way it is and
think it would be nice to preserve the human
race. You may think it would be a shame for a
computer error or one delusioned individual's
mistake to blow to bits your dream of a
lifetime of work and play and love and
conversation and tears and laughter and
birthdays. You may think it's just a little absurd
that we've reached such depths of uncaring
that we ve allowed — and even supported —
governmental waste of the world's riches on
creating means of destruction when all those
billion could wipe out poverty, starvation and
suffering throughout the world if reapplied
towards development. You perhaps think we
should take back our world before it's too late.
Maybe you believe that a world in which all
humans can focus on understanding and
caring rather than on selfishness and violence
is possible, and certainly worth a good try.
•> For everyone's sake, then, do something
about it. Tell someone. Talk about it. Write
letters. Consider carefully what your role might
be as a concerned and able citizen of this
world.
￿ If you were the least bit glad to have a world
to wake up to this morning, then do something
to make sure its still there five years from now.
Yes, it is scary and intimidating.
Technological advances are so extraordinary
that the film's representation of modern-day
war more resembled a science fiction or horror
fljck than a battle between nations. The
compact and mobile weapons of today make
mutual verification of arms limitation just about
impossible. And there is no way we can turn
the technological clock backwards.
The one-upmanship we are experiencing has
no end in sight. The only possible doom is
destruction by either madness or error unless
we work to reverse this lunacy now.
Time is running out. If we become
"immobilized" and let apathy get the best of us
this time, we may never have to make another
excuse for our inaction.
Will there be a nuclear war? Yes and no.
'Yes,' if we continue on our present course and
allow our world to disintegrate before our eyes.
'Mo,' if we decide to take responsibility for our
future.
Jackie Kaiser
letters
Turkish-Cypriot move condemned
The great misfortune of the island of Cyprus
was that it was endowed with a very strategic
position in the Eastern Mediterranean and the
Middle East. Therefore, since the dawn of history it
has become the victim of many a conqueror. The
latest of these acts of aggression against the
unfortunate people of this island was the Turkish
invasion of 1974. The results of this ferocious
attack were as follows:
* indiscriminate and savage killing of old men,
women and children and rapes of women and
girls;
* those who survived were either forcibly driven
out of the Turkish occupied areas or taken
prisoners or thrown into concentration camps to
rot or die under inhuman conditions;
* 200,000 Greek Cypriots have thus been
expelled from their homes;
* 50,000 homes have been destroyed;
* one child in 125 has become an orphan;
* 1.4% of the Greek Cypriot population has
been killed or is missing — a percentage
unparalleled in recent years.
Nine years after this tragedy the Turkish troops
— 30,000 of them — are still on the island. Under
the pressure of this occupation, the leadership of
the Turkish-Cypriot minority has declared the
cessation of Northern Cyprus as a step to
complete annexation to Turkey.
The Cnited Nations and the world community
have been quick, and correct, to condemn the
unilateral declaration of independence. However,
as in the last nine years, Turkey has turned a deaf
ear to the calls of the U.N. and public opinion. This
is why it's time that meaningful sanctions should
be imposed against this country for its crimes
against Cyprus and its scorn of international law
and human rights. The people of Cyprus, if left
alone, can resolve their differences and live in
peace as they did for 300 years before the
conspiracy against the island started.
The Turkish occupation, under which the
respective populations have been sorted into
separate Turkish and Greek zones, is a formula for
permanent tension in the Mediterranean.
Cyprus is not another case of civil war. Cyprus is
the victim of foreign intervention and outright
violation of the human rights. The Cypriot people
call on Canada not just to condemn Turkey but
exercise active pressure so that the occupying
army withdraws from the island.
Cyprus is too small to be divided and it has
suffered enough for justice to be done. If the world
allows a country to invade another country and
annex it then the rule of jungle will be back and
everybody will suffer the consequences.
Olympios Toumazou
Room of Fools not foolish
After reading your review of "Room of Fools," it
was obvious that you lack musical training and
your auditory system has ceased to function. Or,
maybe your hearing was impaired by your
excessive consumption of B-52's.
The Coronet and its acoustic environment do
not advance a clear, crisp sound for any band that
plays there (no matter what their musical ability
may be).
As for you comments on lead singer Roger
Psutka, your opinions seem to be that of a biased
"heavy metal head banger." For having no
musical training, Mr. Psutka has a very strong,
clear voice and is a very talented and versatile
vocalist. His antics may not have appealed to the
crowd at the Coronet, but they do not take away
from the musical ability of the band as a whole.
"Room ofFools" should be commended fortheir
courage to play before an indifferent crowd. With
the growing popularity of "new music," maybe
future shows at the Coronet will draw a more
appreciative crowd.
Most bands that do cover versions of other
recordings tend to lose their own identity, but this
does not apply to "Room of Fools." Each
musician adds to the innovative style and quality
of their music. If their up-and-coming original
music is anything like their cover renditions, we're
all in for a real treat. I express this opinion as a
fellow musician who has had considerable
musical training. May I suggest that you attend a
future concert at a different location; you may be
pleasantly surprised. Not a foo |,
Laurie Bayer
the CORD weekly
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What's up Chuck?
What do you want to do for a living? Confused?
So am I. Fortunately I ran across the following list of
great jobs that are always available no matter when
you get your degree. Keep your chin up and
remember the following list. There's no reason that
you should have to be a poverty stricken slob for
your entire existence.
i) LIBRARIAN— if you're a former Marine Corps drill
or a world class yodeller, this is the life for you. All
you do is wander around your library yelling at
people to shut up, pay fines, and leave because it's
closing. Drawbacks: no one really likes you a whole
helluva lot, and it's bloody boring.
ii) BARBER — do you like telling complete
strangers your uninformed opinions about world
matters? If you said "yes" or even "I guess" to that
question, the life of a barber is for you. Some
knowledge of scissors and first aid is desirable, but
not essential. Drawbacks: you eventually start
smelling like a vat of olive oil, and mothers bring
their kids back when they think you didn't take
enough hair off.
iii) BUS DRIVER — if Elvis-style sideburns and
sunglasses are your style, the brutal life of a city bus
driver will offer nothing but excitement. We like
drivers who can cuff kids across the back of the head
while going 40 miles an hour, but we'll consider you
if you simply use verbal abuse. The ability to count
coins as they fall into the box without even looking is
valuable asset, especially when you want to give
some hoodlum a hard time after picking him and his
greasy friends up at the shopping mall. Drawbacks:
after about ten years at the wheel, your ass is going
to be about 57 inches across, and those Elvis
sideburns look like hell in a bar.
iv) AVON LADY — this demeaning occupation
takes you right into the homes of rich famous
people! Not only do you get to sit around their living
rooms, you can make money while you're doing it.
Former Jehovah Witnesses are preferred, but we'll
hire any pushy bugger. Drawbacks: you're going to
take a lot of abuse, and the money isn't going to get
you a charge card at Zeller's either.
v) LITTLE KID SELLING CHOCOLATE BARS FOR
A GOOD CAUSE — not everybody can do this, but
if you've got a cute face, and you're under five feet
tall, you might be able to pull it off. Remember, no
matter how lousy the chocolate bar is, people will buy
it if you get them on payday — or outside the race
track. Drawbacks: excessive acne, knees in the face,
and probable arrest.
vi) WAITER — you don't like showering or brushing
your teeth, do you? These are the universal criteria
of any waiter worth his K-Mart bowtie, as well as the
ability to drop French onion soup in women's laps
and slap loud-mouthed brats spewing up their
entrees in a high chair. Drawbacks: none, unless
you dislike being covered in strained peas and wiping
gooey stuff from under the chairs after closing.
vii) K-MART CLOTHING SALESMAN - do you
think it would be easy to sell some old bat a pair of
purple polyester back-to-school pants for her idiot
son? It's this kind of confidence that will help you
unload horrid fashions at criminal prices as a
member of the hallowed K-Mart staff. A good worker
is eventually transferred to the snack bar where the
sales of inedible donuts are simply staggering.
Drawbacks: this is not the kind of job that you want
to be recognized doing. A mask would be a good
idea, as well as some knowledge in self-defence.
To all those who have friends or relatives in the
aforementioned occupations, I am, as usual, just
kidding. You can start writing your letters now.
letters
Use money for handicapped facilities
The first thing that I want to make clear is that I am not
against the proposed University Arts Centre, i agree as
much as anyone that the present music facilities
necessitate new practice rooms and that the return of
Ma'cDonald House to a residence is badly needed.
Let us get the facts straight. The university's
Development Fund goal of $6.2 million is at the 70%
level and is expected to easily reach its goal plus more by
the beginning of 1986. The $1.3 million needed for the
new music building has already been budgeted by the
Development Fund. The people in charge of the
Development Fund feel quite confident that the
remaining $3.7 million needed for the Arts Centre will be
obtained from the province. (The fact that the Premier's
son just graduated from the university will not hurt the
request for money.) Construction of the Arts Centre is
not expected to begin until late 1985. The money to be
obtained from the proposed fee hike will not all be raised
until 1990. My question is, Why, if the money has been
or easily will be raised, do we students have to contribute
$15 a year to the fund?
Why can't we use the money for something that isn't
included in the plans of the Development Fund —
something like improvements of facilities for the
handicapped? As can be seen easily in the Site Master
Plan, ramps are included but an elevator for the Student
Union Building is not. This elevator is badly needed to
make WLUSU offices, the Games Room, theTV Lounge
and the Turret accessible to all students. Some may
argue that government or other grants could pay for the
elevator, but, as WLUSU Arts Director Terry Pursell said
in last week's Cord, "To sugggest that the students
should simply beg the government for funds without any
attempt to initiate a self help effort first, is insulting tothe
students."
Finally I would like to ask why we should raise money
for something that the Development Fund is already
paying for when there are other things of higher priority
that we students could do ourselves.
Andrew Reid
An opportunity to contribute
There appears to be some confusion on the part of
some Cord reporters as to the reasons why the WLUSU
Board of Directors is holding a referendum which, if
passed by the students, would designate $360,000
towards Phase I of the University Arts Centre.
As a preamble to the motion regarding the
referendum, I read a report of the Planning Committee
which outlined to the Board the ways we could have
allocated the money raised by increasing fees, the
reasons why we rejected those alternatives, and finally,
the reason why we decided to designate the money as
we have.
It was our desire to stay within the framework of the
Development Fund. A referendum to raise money to
build an elevator in the Student Union Building would
not be a contribution to the university's Development
Fund. An elevator in the Student Union Building and
wheelchair ramps are issues, and we have not forgotten
about them — it is just that we did not feel that the
Development Fund should be used to deal with these
issues. WLUSU could build an elevator without holding
a referendum to increase our fees if it was determined to
be a long-term priority. For example, we can simply
incur the fees by the inflation rate each year and build up
a reserve combined with a very tight budget which would
possibly involve increasing prices and cutting back on
some services.
As representatives of the students,-we shall continue
to voice our concern to the university administration as
to the lack of facilities for the handicapped on our
campus. This kind of planning ano representation will
not end simply because the studentsagree (or disagree)
with the resolution in next week's referendum.
The university's Development Fund has been in full
gear for over two years and has achieved approximately
60 per cent of its goal. Up to this time, the students have
not had the opportunity to contribute to the fund in an
organized, collective manner. This is a chance for the
students of WLU to say "yes", they want to contribute to
the development and improvement of their university
whether or not they will still be students when the
construction is completed
The Student Union Building would not have been
constructed were it not for the willingness of students of
WLU to contribute to it, even though many of them
would be long gone before the construction even began.
An Arts Centre is just as important to a university as a
library, a teaching building, a student centre, or an
athletic complex. Completion of Phase I of the Arts
Centre will dramatically increase the amount of time
which this facility will be available for student use. and it
is a huge step in the direction of returning MacDonald
House to a residence. These two by-products of the
construction of the Arts Centre are very important
reasons in themselves for student contribution to this
effort.
Remember — a donation to the Development Fund is
first and foremost a charitable act on the part of the
student towards his or her university. The students of
WLU should be proud to contribute to this university and
to the University Arts Centre.
Tom Reaume
WLUSU President
Chuck's Ground
Let's talk Bell Canada.
A couple of years ago in a vintage episode of WKRP, Dr. Johnny
Fever was convinced that the phone police were out to get him. I
have recently joined Fever on the ten-most-wanted list.
Every time the phone rings I freeze in fear that it might be
Sargeant Extension on the other end ready to zap me with his fibre
optic ear-disintegrating gun.
This morning, while writing my Ground on why we should not
vote for the WLUSU fee increases, the Sargeant struck. While sitting
back in my chair relaxing and thinking up new ways to make
somebody in the Student Union not like what I write, I was zapped.
"Mr. Kirkham?" i knew I was in trouble. The only time someone
calls me by my father's name is when I am in deep, serious
trouble.
"Mr. Kirkham, I'm with Bell Canada and you have until tomorrow
to pay Bell Canada $225.40. If you do not pay we will be forced to
disconnect your service and will laugh at your funeral."
$225.40. That numbers bothers me almost as much as
$360,000.
"Why thank you for calling and leaving me with such a wide
open choice," I answered. "May I please see the bill first for this
month.
"No, I'm sorry sir (again with my father's name); you must pay
before we send the bill to you."
Can you believe this? If Bell Canada thinks that your bill is too
high they make you pay before they send the bill to you. That can't
be legal. What makes it all worse is that we at 1-72 William
St. W. are beinq made to suffer because of a screw up on the part
of Bell.
Bell has not sent us a bill since the beginning of September.
Nothing. But because I was so paranoid that we would all end up
in jail somewhere in Chile, I went to see the fine people at Bell near
the end of October. When the lady there pulled our file she
discovered that for three months our bill was only $55. Realizing of
course that Bell doesn't charge anyone that small a sum for that
long a period, she quickly investigated to find that, yes indeedy,
boys and girls — Bell had neglected to charge us for our long
distance calls.
So here is the scenario. Bell hasn't sent us a bill in three
months. Bell didn't even have long distance telephone calls on
record for two months. Upon my mistake of leading them to this
screw up they phone me one week later and inform me that I have
less than three hours to pay the bill. Once they discover for the
second time that these calls go back three months, she gives me
one week to pay. At that time the bill was for $125. Three days
later I get a call to tell me that they made another mistake and that
in fact we owe them $225 and have only three days to pay them
off, all of this without even seeing a bill.
There is no way that it can be legal. Why should anyone have to
pay for something — especially a service — without seeing what
they are paying for? If I had the time or the money I would try and
take the big phone company in the sky to court. Since I have
neither. I have to sit back and suffer with the rest. Possibly Dave
Docherty can help me. (I know he can't but he really wanted to see
his name in the paper.)
Chuck Kirkham
Is our school making money?
I'm a first-year studenthere at WLCI
and, like everyone else who keeps his
ears open in his first couple of
months at university, I've been
hearing rumours. Aside from
interesting tales about the dollar
value of an A' in Business 1 1 1 and
the sexual promiscuity of certain
entire floors of Clara Conrad Hall, I've
also caught wind of a rumour
that goes something like this:
"Pssst....did you know that WLG is
the only Ontario university actually
making money?"
Being in first year here, I was
immediately impressed with the
status attached to such a comment.
However, the more senior students I
talked to, the more convinced I
became that, apparently, it's just
common knowledge that this
university has well over $8 million in
the bank.
Surely all outright profits that an
educational institution receives
should be put back into the
institution itself, immediately.
Also, having what is likely the
smallest residence capacity (with the
second highest rates) in Ontario,
having a very quickly expanding
music department, and having a
student union with a long list of
excellent uses for any money at all,
no self-respecting university
administration could possibly keep a
whopping sum like $8 million from
students of its university.
Therefore, I must be mistaken.
After all. I'm only in first year and I
obviously don't understand the
entire situation. I beg to be
corrected. Who ever heard of a
university being "in the black" to the
tune of million...? Ridiculous,
right?
Geoff Brodkorb
comment
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Editor needs one bedroom or bachelor apartment for Dec. 1 or
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Women attacked at Bishop's University
LEmOXVILLE, Que. (CUP) •• Students
hurry from building to building in small
groups, talking earnestly to one another. A
lone woman walks to night class, fearfully
eyeing every parked or passing car.
At Bishop's University in a small college
town, a myth is shattered.
Bishop's was the scene of an Oct. 24
assault. At 9:00 p.m. three men tried to force
a female student into their car near the
campus, but were scared away by another
motorist.
One assailant was spotted later during the
week in the on-campus pub, but
disappeared. Although no formal complaint
was filed, local police were notified.
Campus reaction was swift. The Director
of Residence Blair Capes posted
descriptions of the three men, and warned
students of safety precautions.
"it is likely that the people who made this
attack are familiar with the campus and are
taking advantage of its small size and trusting
atmosphere," Capes said.
Students were also advised to contact
security or police immediately if harassed.
Last year, at least four attacks on Bishop's
students and local residents were reported.
But the early evening time of the recent
attack has brought more fear.
The student newspaper, The Campus,
urged its readers to informally supplement
the small Bishop's security force. Ironically,
the paper printed a story listing the
dangerous ill-lit locations on and around
campus, just four days before the attack.
U.S. Military teaches make-up skills
MONTREAL (CUP) -- Can you wield a
mascara brush?
This will be one of the skills taught to
American army recruits as of next month.
That skill will be taught to the women while
the men learn how to use bayonets.
Since the decision was made last July to
train men and women separately, few
changes were made to the existing program.
Now comes the decision from Fort Jackson
to train men to use bayonets to "instill
aggressiveness."
Because American, like Canadian, women
cannot enter combat training, the
administration felt that there was no need for
them to leam how to use bayonets.
Instead, "they will find out what looks best
on them," said one official.
Brock wrestles blue over Bill
ST CATHARINES, Ont. (CUP) - The Brock
University wrestling team is looking for Bill.
He's five feet tall, weighs 154 pounds, has
grayish-green skin, no legs and stumpy, stick-
like arms.
And as if that's not enough to make him
stand out in a crowd, he's got his name
tatooed on his chest.
Bill, the wrestling team's throwing dummy,
was abductedd a year ago, and hasn't been
heard of since. No ransom note, no
communique claiming responsibility, no
stuffing, nothing...
But Bill is so valuable (he's worth about
$1,000) the wrestling team can't afford a
replacement. So they've mounted a search
and rescue effort.
In a heart-rending plea in the campus
newspaper, the team says Bill "isn't just
some oddly shaped bean bag chair, he's a
finely crafted instrument."
They ask anyone who has seen Bill "at a
party wearing a hatand smoking a cigarette,"
to immediately report his whereahouts to the
team.
Toxic gas leaks in McMaster lab
HAMILTON, Ont. (CUP) - A carbon
monoxide leak in a McMaster University
engineering lab caused the evacuation of
part of the building recently.
Lab technician Horst Newmeyer was
alerted to the fact by an alarm when he
arrived for work in the morning.
"It was possible the alarms had been going
off all night," Newmeyer said.
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless,
highly toxic gas.
The company that makes the air meter
alarm said it may have malfunctioned. But
subsequent tests showed "fairly high" levels
of carbon monoxide in the lab.
U of T prof says chemicals O.K.
TORONTO (CUP) - Concern over the
danger of chemicals to the environment are
"completely unfounded" says a University of
Toronto chemical engineering professor.
W. Howard Rapson told 75 U ofT students
the benefits of chemical engineering must be
emphasized and the risks put into
perspective. He said the public must
concentrate on the advances chemicals have
offered the world in recent decades.
He used the use of DDT after World War II
as an example.
"Where are our relative values; where is
our comparison of benefits and risks?"
Rapson asked. "What few people understand
is that all of us can ingest some quantity of
non-living chemical without harm."
Rapson called concern over DDT, 2,3,4-T,
cyclamates and saccharin too narrowed. He
said if these substances were all banned,
cancer would only be reduced one per cent. If
cigarettes were banned, cases of cancer
would decrease 30 per cent.
Sex Ed centre faces funding cut
TORONTO (CCJF) - The sex education
centre run by University of Toronto students,
recently struck by a $500 cutback, is no
longer allowed to provide abortion
counselling.
The controversial centre was originally
slated for a $2,300 cutback as part of the (J of
T student administrative council's attempt to
restrain spending. After a protest campaign,
the centre finally got $3,800 to operate.
A separate dispute was finally resolved
when the centre agreed to stop abortion
counselling. The compromise settles a four-
year conflict between the centre, SAC and St.
Michael's College student union, but
tensions still remain.
The St. Michael's union is opposed to
abortion and students there have threatened
to oraanize a campaign to pull out of SAC if
abortion counselling continues.
Under the new agreement, the centre will
simply provide the names and telephone
numbers of four counselling organizations,
of which two provide abortion advice. One of
those is the G of T health service, which is
funded by the administration and not
students.
But a St. Michael's student who was
training to become a counsellor at the centre
has resigned because he believes other
counsellors intend to provide abortion advice
despite the new agreement.
"The reason 1 left was not that (the
counsellors) wanted to do pregnancy
counselling per se, but that they wanted to
surreptitiously circumvent the agreement,"
Douglas Rienzo said.
Centre Coordinator Michele Brown
admitted some counsellors have suggested
ways to violate the agreement but said the
centre will uphold its end of the bargain.
Disaprroval of the agreement by some
counsellors "shows people's initial reaction
but does not reflect centre policy or what will
occur," Brown said.
SAC executive representative Ann
Gushurst said SAC will close the centre if it
tries to provide abortion counselling.
"I will close them down. I'll change the
locks on the door," Gushurst said.
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by a small percentage, but at the
same time paying their men 30 per
cent less per hour," said Wilson.
Harvey feels that many unions are
just outpricing themselves in today's
market and that their demands are
unrealistic.
"We gave our sub-contracts out on
a tender basis, we chose the lowest
bid," explained Harvey.
Harvey did not agree with Wilson's
contention that the non-unionlabour
is unqualified or that their work is of
lesser quality.
"We are very satisfied with the
work being done on the site. There is
also no guarantee that the union
labour is any more qualified than the
non-union workers," he said.
Although Stewart-Hinan tendered
the sub-contracting, they were given
a bid list of firms in the area that were
strongly recommended by Walter,
Fedy, McGargor, Hachbum. This
firm has a history of hiring non-union
workers.
Wilson feels that it is an
uncomfortable situation when union
and non-union workers mix.
"Imagine in the medical centre if one
doctor out of ten was not in the
medical association, or one teacher
at the school was not in the teacher's
federation and was willing to provide
services for 30 per cent less than his
or her counterpart."
Stewart-Hinan was chosen as the
contractor of the firm last summer
when their bid of $1.623 million was
the lowest presented to the school.
The library addition is expected to be
completed in early January.
Question
of the Week
by Adriaan Demmers
photos by Paul Gomme
What is your position on the referendum to increase student fees
$7.50 per semester, to contribute to the new Music building?
Any minor increase in tees to
enhance the quality of education is
a good thing.
Mark Mayo
3rd year Economics
If it is making a contribution to the
overall image of the school, all
students pay.
Pat Higgins
4th year Business
I think it's an excellent idea; every
faculty should have equal
opportunities and room for
advancement.
Christine Smith
2nd year Psychology
I think it's fine as long as the
people who don't want to
contribute can get their $7.50
back. It should be voluntary.
Larry Wodley
3rd year Wilfs
The music students need the extra
facilities and we should give them
the extra little bit of money.
Paisley Cameron
2nd year General Arts
There should be support,
especially if they include a banjo
department. There is a lot of talent
in our music faculty and they
should be given a chance to show
their abilities.
Doug Cornish
3rd year Miscellaneous
And us...The building is a good idea, but students are paying tuition
and the university should pay for the facilities. WLCI is operating at
a surplus and that makes it really ridiculous to expect students to
contribute.
Counselling services
Not just for social outcasts
by JoAnne Lauzer
Though there are many students
who maintaina positive and accurate
view of Counselling Services, some
of you have a 'negative view' about
the Counselling Services and the
students who use it. However, you
who have this negative attitude could
possibly benefit from their services.
In general, you tend to form a
'stereotypical' picture of those who
see a counsellor or participate in
some of their workshops. You tend to
only consider the more extreme
cases (e.g. social outcasts) as being
representative of the student seeing
a counsellor.
According to Dale Fogle, Dir-
ector of Counselling Services, "it's
the potential winners,' not so-
called 'losers', that most often take
advantage of the personal
counselling available on campus.
The students we see tend to be
highly motivated, both for academic
success and for personal
development; those that aren't
motivated to overcome obstacles
tend not to bother with us."
Dr. Fogle goes on to support his
statement by saying, "A classic
follow-up study in the U.S. showed
that students who got some
university counselling were more
successful in life 25 years later than
those who never did. We counsellors
would like to take some credit for
such a difference, but we probably
tend to get brighter, more motivated
students coming to counselling in
the first place."
If you have been blinded by a
negative stereotype of the students
who use counselling, you may
believe that the centre caters to only
a minority of students. Therfore, you
won't realize that Counselling
Services provides a vast array of
services to meet the needs of all
students.
You may have been vaguely aware
of some of the posters on campus
promoting their services. Well, if you
would have taken the time to read
one, you would have noticed that for
the last few weeks they have been
sponsoring a series of information
sessions. Each session has been
tailored to a specific group on
campus, such as Arts students.
Business students, Music students,
and even sessions for Women
Only'. These sessions have been
specifically designed to address
particular interest areas of certain
groups. For example, Business
students may have attended a
workshop on self management and
motivation', and Arts students may
have attended a workshop on
'effective listening'.
If these workshops don't appeal to
you, there are others. For one, if
you're the type of person who likes to
put things off until tomorrow and
when tomorrow comes you can
always find another excuse, well have
they got a workshop for you:
Procrastination Workshops. Havei
you been having problems with your
study skills (i.e., is studying in front of
the TV just not workina)? Well, how
about attending a Study Skills
Workshop, or even coming in to see
John Vardon, the study skills
instructor, on an individual basis. Or
perhaps, you have been feeling a
little edgy, a little too anxious before
exams, or a little restless before
going to sleep? Maybe what you
need is to learn how to relax. Just so
happens, that there are counsellors
that can help you do just that. Virginia
Robinson, for one, can provide you
with some specific techniques that
will help you relax, and this in turn
may be helpful to you academically
as well as personally.
What this all comes down to is that
there is a lot more to the WLCJ
Counselling Services than just
counselling. If we could do away with
the stereotypes, more people could
personally benefit from their
services.
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Jack Oaniel Distillery Named a National Historic Place by the United States Government
AT THE JACK DANIEL DISTILLERY wc
have everything we need to make our whiskey
uncommonly smooth
EWe
have daily deliveries of the very
finest grain American farmers can
grow A stream of pure, flfM
iron-free water (ideal rglß
for whiskey-making) HS
flowing close by our
door And a unique ||| 112 |
way of smoothing out y M |r^|[
Our own iron-free wafer whiskey by filtering „""
it for days through ten feet of finely- JMfl
packed charcoal Thanks to all these
things—and some others too—we |
predict a pleasurable moment when !
you discover the smooth-sippin ; j
rare ness of JackPanic l's Tenne s |
London Liege World's Fair Amsterdam Ghent Brussels
1914 1905 1904 1981 1913 1954
II you d like a booklet about Jack Daniel s Whiskey write us a letter here in Lynchburg Tenhessee 37352 USA
THE CANADIAN
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Thursday
Gays of WLU coffee house
cancelled, so we can go to see The
Parachute Club playing at the Turret.
Back on schedule Dec. 1.
The Laurier Catholic Community
presents Rim Night featuring And
the Walls Came Tumbling Down at
7:00 p.m. in Alumni Hall. Everyone
welcome to join us for some fun
and discussion. Admission free.
Movie posters and flags from
around the world on sale in t'ie
Concourse on Thursday from 930-
4:30, Friday 9:30-2:00. Decorate
your room or help decorate a frif.nd's
for Christmas.
Music at Noon will feature Jan
Overduin, organ, performing organ
music of J.S. Bach in Leupold
Concert XVIII in the Keffer Memorial
Chapel. Admission free and
everyone welcome.
Friday
Open House at the home of the
Lutheran Chaplain, Paul Bosch at
7:30 p.m. at 157 Albert St.
Evening concert will feature the WLU
Choir, Laurie Rowbotham,
conductor at 8:00 p.m. in the Theatre
Auditorium. Admission: Adults
$4/Students and Seniors $2/High
School Students admitted free with
1.D.. Everyone welcome.
The Department of Economics
presents a lecture on The Economic
Analysis of School Attendance by
Marvin Mclnnis, Professor of
Economics at Queen's University.
This lecture will be held in Rm. 1017
of the Peters Building at 2:30 p.m..
Admission free and everyone
welcome.
Wizard of Oz — the University of
Waterloo Arts Centre will be
presenting three performances at
10:30, 1:00 & 3:30. Tickets are
available at the Humanities Theatre
Box Office (885-4280) for $3.50
($3.00 for children and seniors).
Sunday
John Gray's Rock and Roll — A
1950s rock musical that contains
some of the best music ever written
for the Canadian stage will be
presented at the UW Humanities
Theatre at 8:00 p.m.. The show's
nine tons of equipment is
accompanied by an all-star cast
including author/performer John
Gray (of Billy Bishop Goes To War
fame) and award-winning actor Eric
Peterson. Tickets are $11.00 ($9.50
students/seniors) and are available
by calling the Humanities Theatre
Box Office (885-4280).
Service of Holy Communion at 11
a.m. in the Keffer Chapel at WLU,
Albert St.and Seagram. Lighting of
the first candle on the Advent wreath.
Monday
Join us for a Bible study at the
Lutheran Student House, 177 Albert
St. starting at 9:30 p.m.. A study of
Matthew commences with the
Advent season.
Silent Rim Screenings — Sunrise
(Murnau, U.S., 1927)will be shown in
Rm. 2E7 at 7:00 p.m.. No admission
charge.
"North-South Dialogue" —
Professor Toivo Miljan, WLG Political
Science Dept. will speak today at 12
noon at the Kitchener Public Library
(Main Branch). Lunch is available for
$1.75 by calling 743-0271 in
advance.
Jazz and Blues — Duke Ellington
Live, 1943-1947 will be the focus of
this record-listening session at 7 p.m.
at the Kitchener Public Library (Main
Library). Everyone is welcome to
attend.
The Philosophy of Life and Death —
Everyone is welcome to this GW free
public lecture series at 7 p.m. at the
Kitchener Public Library (Pioneer
Park Branch, 601 Doon Village Rd.).
Tuesday
Brief service of Holy Communion at
4:30 p.m. at St. Bede's Chapel,
Renison College, CIW.
"Gangster Genre" Rim Screenings
— Diva (Beneix, 1982) will be shown
in Rm. 2E7 at 7:15 p.m.. No
admission charge.
Association for Bright Children
Public Meeting at 8:00 p.m.,
Southridge Public School, 1425
Queen's Blvd., Kitchener. Speakers:
Eleanor Petric, Primary Education
Consultant & Bob Ernest, English
Consultant. Topic: English —
Language Arts in the Elementary
School. Also, Elizabeth King,
Enrichment Consultant, on Gifted
Learners: A Planning Guide for
Teachers.
Wednesday
The Laurier Christian Fellowship
presents John Redekop speaking on
the topic Christ Our Example in the
Seminary Lounge. Supper at 4:45
p.m., speaker at 6:00 p.m.. All are
welcome.
Celebration of Holy Communion
around the altar at the Keffer Chapel,
WLG at 10 p.m.. Fellowship follows
at the home of Chaplain Paul Bosch,
157 Albert St..
Nutrition For Life: a public lecture
presented by Mitzi Klassen, a noted
educator and nutritionist in Rm. 2CB
at 7:30 p.m.. Sponsored by the
Physical Education and the
Women's Athletic Association.
Evening concert will feature the WLCJ
Orchestra (Alec Catherwood,
conductor) at 8:00 p.m. in the
Theatre Auditorium. Admission:
Adults $4/Students and Seniors $2/
High School students admitted free
with 1.D.. Everyone welcome.
Thursday
Attention Potential Student
Placement Officers: Get an edge for
getting THE job. Do you have what it
takes to work in a Canada
Employment Centre for students?
Find out if you qualify for this
challenging and dynamic summer
employment opportunity. Typically,
this job is 12-14 weeks, 40 hours a
week and pays $8.39 an hour. Join
PCS at 12 noon in Rm. 2E7.
Gays of WLCJ coffee house 8-11 p.m.,
Rm. 4-301, CTB (History Lounge).
Coffee houses go until Dec. 15, so
drop in and relax from studying!
classifieds
For Sale Lost English 251 Students: We're having
■ ~ UO I iw Un- 'a an "After the O.E. Exam Bash"
Order your doctor's greens now! Ladies Gold Seiko Watch on Friday jhursdav December Ist at the
Shirts and pants - $10each. Towels enin9- lf found call Martha at 885- Turret Aj j MGST attend This
and laundry bags also available. Call 5081 • Reward offered. the soda| event Qf the season _ and
Trevor or Jeff at 886-5696. we'll deserve it"
Brown Leather Jacket was
10,000 different original movie borrowed" from the Loo last Thurs Ken — "Diva" is showing Nov. 29 in
posters. Catalogue $2.00. night. Has sentimental value. Reward Rm 2E? at ? Come •jp us .
Mnemonics Ltd., Dept. "T\ *9,3600 [°r retur n with .j^onL°nS asked - Nancy & Amanda, alias the Popcorn
21st St. N.E., Calgary, AIta.,T2E6V6. Phone Steve at 7461228- Ladies!
Tvninn The Assassin's Club — Adding newRaven Electric Bass Guitar. Good 1 iy meaning to Darwin's Survival of the
condition. $65.00. Phone 884-4609 Typing — 14 years' experience Fittest. Be adventurous. Phone
after 5:30. typing university reports, theses, etc.. Karen at 884-0998 or Fran at 884-
Hrkl lcln/T Engineering and technical papers a 1143 for further details onnoticing specialty. Call Nancy anytime at 576- weaponing, starting dates and other
A mii 7901. details.Available
Professional Typing at reasonable To Emsdale's Party Queen: We
rates. Fast, accurate service; won t let on that today is your day of
,°° m, p5l " Rent ;u ln a townh°use satisfaction guaranteed. Carbon legality. The guys have been warnedshared by two other students very rjbbon lift-off corrections. Call of tomorrow night's wild crusade,close to both universities $130.00. Diane at 576-1284. Here's wishing you many happyPhone Chris or Randall at 885-3615. hangovers. Love L.S., 5.8., SJ„ 8.5..
, . .
. Qualified typist. Anything typed,Room for rent in house with j:rorn resumes to theses IBM e y° u blown away by some of thestudents. Downtown Kitchener '/2 20 |b . weight paper "men's" clubs of WLU? Well, here'sblock from Market Square, bus
S uDDlied Call Pamela 884-6913 a fresh idea - Phone the H.O.W.L.
station. Large living room and sitting
s ppli . L ll , BW by J.
(555 HOWL) tQ find
room with fireplace, 2 full kitchens, about Heterosexuals Of Wilfrid
month pL'T/ruWes' ®^day '« C° me a"d 9"e "S y°Ur "P '
January 1 1984. Call 743-8582 after w
"
h at"the Turret Dave (Hands): I like you in 6th gear,o p.m., ask tor Mike. gnd/or Rm A]] 2 Conrad Ha |, It's your turn to supply the
Fom:i . ia .. . . 112 Happy Birthday Kim! K.L.. whipcream. See you Friday in thet-emale wanted to share furnished rrj } Ynrkpr Rnnnip
apartment. 5 minute walk to WLG,
$160/month including utilities, I £lwvlldl Shirley: This is the last time I can tellimmediate possession. Phone Jet-Setter: No, you're not dreaming, you I love you while you're still aNancy at 885-2635 or Ann at 886- I know you're not thrilled with my teenager! I hope twenty is as good to0717. poetics, so I'll say it outright — I love you as you are to me. Your ever-
you. The Colonel. present roomie.
Services coming soon to the Turet
.
.
, Don Valley And The ParkwaysSanta Suits for rent. Authentic, ——— —- — — —————— — — — — — -
cloth, $25/mght. Reserve now! '"Climbing up the Curtains'is one of the best new albums
Phone 742-2446 after 5:00 p.m.. 0f y ear'
n . , . . , , —Paul Collins, Rolling Stone MagazineGroup, class, and pnvate lessons for a
singles and couples in social. , , iL_ x , . , , . , , ,
ballroom, disco, and rock n roll - a band that s 9 0m9 places...definitely a Juno award
dancing for fun or to prepare for contender.
medal, test, or competition. Special —Pierre Clark, CFMW radio
student rate. Call Kessler Studio of
Dancing, 200 King St. E„ Kitchener, tickets $4 WLU students $5 quests, on sale
894-3494. Member of C.D.T.A..
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ENTERTAINMENT
Glider:
a danceable commodity
by Karen Thorpe
Danceable rock is something
mapy groups promise but find
difficult to deliver. Last Thursday
night, Glider, a favourite group with
Laurier students, did a fairly good job
of demonstrating their ability both to
play other groups' music and put in a
little of their own without being
offensive.
Their own music, as drummer
Mike Oberly informed me, is a result
of both collaboration and individual
effort. Glider believes its job is to play
both what their clients want and
what the crowd wants — dance
music. For that reason, the small
crowd of 150 people only heard
about eight original songs of the 30
or so tunes Glider played.
Surprisingly enough there was little
Glider's original compo-
sitions kept the dance floor
packed despite a small
audience.
of that strange phenomenon of a
deserted dance floor that is so
common when a 'homegrown' song
comes over the speakers. One song
in particular — Don't Say Goodbye
— was very well-received.
The group is composed of four
members: Don Paulton on
keyboards, Grant Cummings on
bass, Gary Alexander on lead guitar
and Mike Oberly on drums. The
group as it is now has been together
about four years. They began in
February of 1980and by September
of the same year they had quit their
jobs to become a full-time band. In a
space of eight months they were able
to sell their brand of music and
make it into a full-time business.
Cummings, Alexander, and Oberly
are all from the K-W area, while Dan
Paulton resides in Toronto.
Their cover versions of The
Fixx and Loverboy lived up
to the crowd's expec-
tations.
Contrary to what you might
expect, the group is not strictly a
university and college crowd band.
According to Oberly, a graduate of
WLU, most of the weeknight jobs are
in night clubs and their weekends are
filled with the university and college
gigs. Most of their time is spent within
a 100-mile radius of the K-W area
with dates in London, Toronto, and
K-W.
Their music, as previously noted,
tends to be of the danceable rock
variety and this is where their talent
seems to lie. Songs such as Turn Me
Loose and Everybody Wants You
were the best renditions and notable
differences were found in songs like
Maniac and The Fixx's One Thing
Leads to Another. SAMboard had
played the original song before
Glider began their set, and as aresult
the differences were obvious. The
slightly inebriated crowd, however,
enjoyed this version as much as they
did most of the music.
photo by Rolf Thiessen
photo by Rolf Thiessen
Lead guitarist Gary Alexander with Mike Oberly demonstrate their
talent. Singing original songs and top 40 rock tunes they kept the
Turret dance floor full. photo by Rolf Thiessen
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Records courtesy of Record World
by Greg Rapier
Gazebo is the newly released, self-
titled LP of an Italian vocalist. The
album rates neither a 'great' nor a
poor' label, but instead lies
somewhere in between, towards the
'good' end of the continuum.
The majority of the songs are
dominated by keyboards ofone form
or another. Pianos, moogs and
various other synthetic instruments
are used and this leads to one of the
most distracting aspects of this
album. The overall synthesized tone,
from the keyboards to drum
overdubs, tends to create a very
artificial sound that is more evident
on some tracks than others.
All of the tracks on the album were
i either written by Gazebo himself or
co-written with the aid of Pier Luigi
Gimobini. In general, the tempo of
the album is fairly downbeat The
majority of the songs are easy-
listening with a few upbeat
deviations. It is pretty safe to say that
none of the songs will become well-
known for their dance beat.
Most of the cuts on the I_P are quite
good but the album itself suffers
from a lack of variety. The sounds
can be placed in one of two general
categories, 'mellow' and 'upbeat.'
The best of the mellow tracks are, I
Like Chopin, Midnight Cocktail, and
Masterpiece, a song dedicated to
Gloria Swanson (it appears Gazebo
is somewhat of a movie buff). The
most notable of the upbeat tracksare
Lunatics and Love in Your Eyes.
For those whose tastes tend
toward the easy-listening sound,
Gazebo would be an excellent
addition to the record collection. For
others, especially those who favour
the synthesized new music sound,
fhe album is definitely worth a listen.
Entertainment
Quiz
1. What does SPECTRE stand for? (James Bond)
,2. How many keys (black and white) on a piano?
3. What is the name of the elephant friend of Tarzan?
4. What were the names of the three faces of Eve?
5. What was the name of Dorothy's uncle in the Wizard of Oz?
6. What was the name of The Shadow's girlfriend?
7. For whom did Agatha Christie write The Mousetrap?
8. What was the Nautilus?
9. What is the name of the award given by the Science Fiction Writers of
America?
10. In The Poseidon Adventure, on what day was the S.S. Poseidon hit by
the tidal wave?
1.SpecialExecutivefor
Counterintelligence,
Terrorism,Revengeand
Extortion
2.88
3.Tantor
4.EveWhite,EveBlack,Jane
5.(JncleHenry
6.MargoLane
7.QueenMary
8.CaptainNemo'ssubmarine
inJulesVerne'sbook,20,000
LeaguesQnderTheSea
'9.Nebula
10.NewYear'sEve
Orchestra to play
by Eric Fahn
On Wednesday November 30, the Wilfrid Laurier University Orchestra will
give their second concert of the year under the direction of Maestro Boris
Brott, present music director of the Hamilton Philharmonic Orchestra.
Programmes include the overture of the comic opera Marriage ofFigaro by
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, the famous Brahms Violin Concerto in D Major,
and Symphony N0.7 in A Major by Ludwig von Beethoven.
When Mozart's Marriage of Figaro was first performed in Vienna in 1786,
people loved it. The crowd in Prague showed even more enthusiasm. Mozart
recalled that "they talked about nothing but Figaro. Nothing was played, sung,
or whistled but by Figaro." His success with this opera led him to receive a
commission from a Prague opera company to write another opera, Don
Giovanni. This overture was even used in the opening scene of the movie
Trading Places, so it should sound quite familiar to many of you.
It was the summer of 1878 when Johannes Brahms produced this
concerto. At the time he was enjoying his summer at Partschach in Carinthia,
one of his favorite retreats. The concerto was dedicated to a violin virtuoso of
Brahms' time — Joseph Joachim. He not only provided valuable advice
about the concerto before it was completed, but also gave its first
performance at a Gewandhaus concert in Leipzig on New Year's Day of
1899, which Brahms conducted. Technically, this concerto reauires
complete mastery of all aspects of violin playing. Musically, it is idyllic,
because Brahms was residing in the countivside that summer. The music
has a slightly Hungarian touch to it (in honour of Joachim's country oforigin).
The last programme on the list is the Symphony N0.7 in AMajor by Ludwig
von Beethoven. It was composed during the years of 1811 and 1812.Pichard
Wagner (the famous German opera composer) once described this
symphony as "the apotheosis of the dance." It is verytrue in the sense that the
whole music is full of dance episodes. The concert will be held next
Wednesday night at 8:00 p.m. in the Theatre Auditorium.
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Wilcox awesome
by Bruce Arculus and Steve Hoiles
Awesome! Incredible! Amazing!
These are but a couple of
superlatives that inadequately
describe David Wilcox's perform-
ance to a sold-out crowd at the
Coronet last Saturday.
The audience was totally in
Wilcox's hands from the moment he
strolled onto stage; for this feat, he
received a standing ovation.
Wilcox is definitely a showman. He
plays guitar like a schizophrenic; his
facial expressions are completely
removed from what he is doing on
the guitar. His gaze saunters around
the room — first to the ceiling, then
to the audience, then to the walls,
and back to the ceiling. All the while
his face contorts and twists to the
sound of the music.
Wilcox quickly established a
rapport with the audience by catering
to their desires. He would play
requests for some of his more
popular material such as Bad Apple
and Uptown Downtown. His very
appearance was appreciated by the
audience. Wilcox was casually
attired in baggy cords and a sport
shirt, and his friendly demeanor
conveyed an up-front, no-nonsense
look which reflected his fans well.
Wilcox is 34 years old, but
doesnt feel that he will soon be
retiring or slowing down. "I'll be
doing this 50 years from now, if I'm
still around,'' Wilcox laughed.
Cradling a glass of Jack Daniels in
one hand and an unfiltered Camel in
the other, Wilcox talked to The Cord
about his music and his life.
He first picked up a guitar when he
was nine, and at 12 he played in a
shitty little band" in a church
basement for a bunch of ex-convicts.
Since then, his career has sky-
rocketed. "It couldn't get much
below that," he laughed.
He tried his hand at music lessons,
but couldn't find the right kind of
teacher. "I had gotten so used to
playing my own way that 1 couldn't
adapt. Besides, I was too lazy to try,"
Wilcox said.
After playing in lan Tyson's band.
Speckled Bird, for three years, he
broke out on his own and began the
bar circuit. Out of this grew a
recording contract and his first
album; Out of The Woods. This
spawned his first hit, Bad Apple.
Halfway through the show, he
broke a guitar string. As the band
played on behind him, Wilcox
laughed and talked to the audience
while he replaced it, and improvised
a few notes on the remaining strings
at the same time.
A few songs later, the same thing
happened. This time, he ignored it
for a couple of songs and played
tunes which didn't require the
capabilities of all the strings.
"We have a couple of songs that
have a long intro, so we're prepared
for this kind of thing. But if I broke
any more than three strings, I'd be
screwed. I'd probably run off stage
and cry," he commented.
Asked about his future and the
encroaching popularity of new
musical styles, Wilcox maintained a
confident attitude.
"There'll always be rock and roll,"
Wilcox commented. "And I'll always
be playing it. I love the new stuff, and
I think it's a lot of fun." As far as
videos go, Wilcox doesn't want to do
one. "I refuse to lip-synch", he said.
Wilcox is one of the most — if not the
most — entertaining performers on
the bar circuit today.
photo by Paul Birch
David Wilcox demonstrated his superb musical talent at the Coronet last
Saturday. His unique facial expressions were half the fun.
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POETICS
A Poem Without A Metronome
At Aries, the speculators buy and sell,
Room and frame a million plus.
For a million, not much luxury or decoration,
Low ceiling over a red, humped bed, and wobbly
Chairs that couldn't hold a visitor steadily;
No light, nor room enough for both
Exploding flowers and the tumbled admirer
Sprawled on pink-green floorboards.
At Aries, the speculators buy and sell
The freedom to touch die white sky over die bed.
Of course, in fingering clouds, hygiene
Is the art of keeping powdered cumulus
From darkening to storm; of delicately stroking,
But not to raise a rumbling anvil, spitting sparks
"So it wants a million or more, you say.
Perhaps I better manicure my fingernails first,
"Or could I take die room widi sky
And the bed without a metronome and maybe
Put the whole thing behind glass?"
James Dopp
What Will Be
Dreams of jov
dreams ofbliss
will all come
when perseverance
and love arc kept alive
when laughter
and hope do not die
when one is such
as yon and I
to value what will be
more than what has been
Elizabeth Ganong
Pornography
Sinking into the darkened tunnel
Whirling past desecrations
She silently screams.
I
Tears that once flowed
no longer dampen the walls
of loneliness and pain.
Deformed and disabled
Untouched by hands of warmth
she shatters, regroups and smiles
Anticipating die next attack.
Sue Xeeb
You can't hold to me
You can't hold to me,
day by day,
I fragile melt,
I slip away.
I'm only liuman, I'm afraid.
You can't hold to me
day by day.
Like a ghost that whistles,
through die streets of your town,
I fly at night,
like the windy light,
and look upon your homes,
one by one,
and count the chestnuts,
in tiny rows.
You wave to me, as I fly bv your window,
from the Penthouse down to the street,
while I'm travelling faster miles an hour.
You seem to be,
but dien say no.
You can't hold to me,
day by day,
I fragile melt,
I slip away.
I'm only human, I'm afraid.
You can't hold to me,
da>r by day.
Mark Anthonv Watt
A Closed Door
You try to hide it
but it is not use, I
can see it in your eves.
Why do you try to betray me?
I don't understand, don't
you feel as I do or were your
words just empty sentiment.
Hollow feelings — how could you
utter the words, I love you —
with such carelessness?
I gave you my heart and you
accepted it without hesitation.
You took my love and with it my soul.
Now you say goodbye, I'm sorry but
it is all over for us — Us? As I look
back were we ever really together or
was I just a convenience for you. Like
an open door easily stepped through and
closed behind on your way somewhere else?
Susan Lawson
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SPORTS
Hawks foul out of Naismith
by I. Raymond
The basketball Hawks travelled to
the University of Waterloo last
weekend to participate in the
Naismith Classic. The Hawks won
their first match in dramatic style but
lost their last two games.
Laurier played the Acadia Axemen
in their first game. The Hawks played
well and opened a lead in the first
half. Dave Byck led the team to a 36-
25 halftime lead with 12 points. It
appeared the Hawks would win their
first game quite handily.
However, the Axemen started the
second half quickly and narrowed
Laurier's lead to four points in the
first two minutes of play. The two
teams battled it out for the rest of the
game and Laurier did not lose the
lead until the last second of the
game.
That last second could possibly be
the longest second in any basketball
game since James Naismith
invented the game. With Laurier
ahead 61-60 in the dying seconds
there was a scramble for the ball
under the Laurier hoop. As the clock
ticked off the last second, the referee
called a foul on Laurier. The horn did
not sound, however, and
theoretically there was still a fraction
of a second left in the game.
Acadia put in the two shots from
the line and the Axemen had
apparently won the game 62-61.
They rushed onto the court to
congratulate their shooter. But that
fraction of a second was still on the
clock and Acadia was assessed a
bench technical. Steve Forden put in
two free throws to win the game for
Laurier.
"I've never seen anything like it,"
commented Coach Coulthard.
In Laurier's semifinal game, the
Hawks were matched with the 1983
OCIAA runner-up Brock Badgers.
The Hawks were able to stay close to
the powerful Badgers and were only
six points behind at halftime. In the
second half the Hawks for into foul
trouble aijid lost the game 83-65.
Mark Folischuk was the top Hawk
scorer with 20 points while Dave
Byck collected 10 rebounds.
In the game to decide third place,
Laurier had to play Winnipeg
Wesmen. The Hawks started slowly
and fell behind by 12 points at half-
time. Laurier fought back in the
second half to come within two
points at the 13 minute mark. Then
they got into foul trouble again, and
the Wesmen scored nine points in
the last minute to win 80-71. Twenty-
eight of Winnipeg's eighty points
were foul shots. Polischuk was high
scorer for the Hawks with 20 points.
The winners of the tournament
were the Waterloo Warriorswith a 77-
70 win over the Brock Badgers in the
championship game. Winnipeg
placed third with their win over
Laurier.
Coach Coulthard, although not
displeased with his team's efforts,
expressed concern over their
inconsistency.
"A couple of times we were able to
tie the game, only to lose the lead
again. We were just not able to
overcome adversity," said Coulthard.
Coulthard is hoping his rookies
will improve and be able to help the
team when it gets into foul trouble.
"The rookies aren't quite ready yet,
although they're improving with
every game. Perhaps by Christmas
they will be ready," he said.
In recognition of Mark
Polischuk's play, he was picked as
an all-tournament star. He scored 44
points for the Hawks. Peter Savich of
Waterloo was the M.V.P. for the
tournament.
The Hawks play again next
weekend in the Brock Invitational.
Photo by Chuck Kirkham
Hawk Dave Byck goes up for a lay-up shot during the first game of the Naismith Classic last
Friday against Acadia. The Hawks won the game 63—-62 on two free throws with no time
remaining on the clock.
Nastasiuk gets CIAU rookie award
by Carl Van Landschoot
Paul Nastasiuk, WLU star rookie
running back, was named Canadian
Inter-university Athletic Union (CIAU)
rookie-of-the-year at the CIAU awards
banquet last Thursday evening in
Toronto.
In a room filled with star football
players, the feeling of being voted as
the most outstanding rookie in the
country "was like a dream come
true," said Nastasiuk. "The coaches
told me that I'd have a good chance,
but that sometimes politics were
involved. I really didn't know what to
expect."
In the eight-year history of the
Peter Gorman Trophy, this is the fifth
time a WLU rookie has been
nominated for the award and the
second time that a Golden Hawk has
captured the title. The other Laurier
recipient of this award was Jim Reid,
now with the Ottawa Rouqh Riders.
The competition consisted of one
rookie representing each of the four
Canadian divisions. Tony Spoletini, a
17-year-old running back from the
University of Calgary, Joe Bamabe, a
wide receiver from Carleton
University, and Peter HeSs, a
slotback/quarterback from Mount
Allison University each had
impressive statistics of their own, but
none was as impressive as Paul
Nastasiuk.
Nastasiuk's outstanding year got
underway when he surprised
everyone by rushing for 139 yards in
the opening game. This season he
also set two 1983 records. The first
highlight was a 90-yard reception
that was carried downfield for a
touchdown against York; in this
same game he also set a mark of 167
total yards receiving.
WLCJ Coach David "Tuffy" Kinght
considers Nastasiuk "the best
freshman in the OUAA since Jim
Reid. He is multi-talented in the fact
that he has exceptional speed,
catches the ball extremely well, has
ability to play on specialty teams."
With respect to Nastasiuk winning
the Peter Gorman Trophy, Assistant
Coach Richard Newbrough said that
"we realized he had little competition
in the CXJAA division with his
outstanding credentials, but on the
national level Nastasiuk might run
into competition."
Nastasiuk decided to come to
Laurier this year because of the
similarity between the offensive
styles of his high school team in
Barrie and the Golden Hawks. He felt
that he would have the opportunity to
run with the ball if he came to WLCJ.
He certainly did that, totalling 743
yards in rushing offence and scoring
five touchdowns. The voters, made
up of a committe of CIAU coaches,
gave a great deal of consideration to
Nastasiuk's total offence of 1000
yards when matching him up against
the competition.
Photo by Paul Gomme
Paul Nastasiuk ran away with the Peter Gorman trophy for the CIAU outstanding rookie of the
year in Canada. Nastasiuk is seen here breaking away from a Guelph defender in the Hawks'
last game of the 1983 season.
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Cornell blanks Laurier 5-0 
Exhibition hockey at 
Ivy League school 
by John "Sandy" Sanderson 
After completing the last 
exhibition game with American 
teams, the Hawks can look back and 
be proud. However, the latest 
roadtrip south of the border to 
Cornell University saw the Hawks 
defeated 5-0 by the Red men in the 
presence of some 4400 loud and 
crazy fans. After this final road trip the 
Hawks finished with a four and two 
record. 
The highly ranked division one 
NCAA Red men came out flying and 
so did the Hawks. The first ten 
minutes of the period was a flurry of 
end-to-end action. Unfortunately, the 
Hawks were confronted with strong 
goaltending and some very noisy 
fans. 
There were ample scoring 
opportunities for each team but the 
Redmen finally capitalized on the 
powerplay with just over seven 
minutes remaining in the period. 
The Hawks were subjected to yet 
another penalty just moments later 
which eventually led to Cornell's 
second goal. The period closed with 
the Hawks down 2-0 but by no 
means outplayed. 
The second period was more or 
less controlled by Cornell. The 
action started early as the 
shorthanded Hawks were scored 
upon before the first full minute of 
play. When playing at full strength 
the Hawks otten exhibited some well· 
executed puck control and could 
have easily been right back into the 
game. Unfortunately, the Redmen 
exhibited fine puck control and 
managed to squeak two more mid-
period goals past Hawk netminder 
Steve Bienkowski to close the 
scoring at 5-0. 
The third period was full of more 
end-to-end action but saw no 
scoring. Near the end of the period, 
Hawk Beric Sykes was "chewed'" 
when he received a quick pass with 
his head down and was caught not 
looking. Bienkowski also received a 
minor injury to one of his fingers 
during the last 20 seconas of the 
game. Sykes may miss some 
playing time. 
The Hawks played very well 
throughout the game but did note 
the absence of key players from each 
of their three lines. The boisterous 
fans who often chanted in unison 
may have had an intimidating effect 
on the team. Generally, most players 
felt that it made the entire trip more 
fun and enjoyable. Not too otten in 
Canadian hockey do you get your 
name called out by thousands ot 
fans at once or have a strainer thrown 
out on the ice at your goalie. 
The Hawks next home game will 
be against Western on November 
30. Game time is 8:00 p.m. at the 
Waterloo Arena. 
photo oy Cart 
Laurier's Rob Holody (7) clears the puck away from goaltender Steve Bienkowski during 
Saturday's game against Cornell. The Ivy League Redmen proved too powerful for the 
and won 5-0 . 
. Three Hawks make CIAU teams 
Laurier's all-Canadian athletes 
Special to the Cord 
Alex Troop 
Alex Troop, a second-year 
• psychology student a Wilfrid Laurier, 
was selected to the All-Canadian 
football team last Friday during 
Vanier Cup festivities in Toronto. 
Troop, a Hawk linebacker, was also 
named to the OUAA first team earlier 
in November. 
Troop, a proven starter after his 
rookie season in 1982, led the team 
in both tackles and quarterback 
sacks. He also has one interception 
and three fumble recoveries to his 
credit. 
Perhaps the team peaked too early, 
or else they were over-confident 
going into the game, he suggested. 
Next year's team looks really 
strong he says. Troop will be back for 
another season as will many key 
members of the 1983 team. The 
team can only benefit from the 
"experience under their belts," says 
Troop. 
During his high school career, 
Troop was a linebacker. For the first 
four years he played high school 
football at Kipling in Etobicoke. To 
get more exposure playing on a 
contending team, in grade 13 he 
played for the Junior Argonauts of 
the Junior Football League. 
Looking towards tl)e future, he 
hopes that being selected for the 
CIAU team and his career with the 
Hawks will give him a chance to try 
out for the CFL. 
Todd Turnbull 
been selected as a member of the 
CIAU first all-star team for the 1983 
football season. 
Last summer Turn bull was 
with both the Winnipeg Blue 
Bombers and the Toronto 
Argonauts during training camp. 
There he realized that he needed 
some improvement in the area of his 
pass-block technique. The running 
game dominated during previous 
years at WLU giving him limited 
exposure to pass-blocking. With this 
in mind, Turnbull was really 
undecided about whether to return 
for another season as a Golden 
Hawk. 
He weighed this question heavily, 
and his decision in favour of 
returning proved successful. David 
"Tuffy" Knight altered the Hawks' 
style of offence to include passing as 
an element of its downfield power, 
thus enabling Turn bull to gain the 
experience he needed. 
Todd Turnbull, in his fourth 
consecutive season as a Golden 
Hawk OUAA all-star, improved his 
personal record by being selected as 
a member of the all-Canadian first 
team for the first time. This season 
also saw him man the role of 
offensive captain. 
Turn bull says he would prefer to play 
for a team out west. 
In retrospect, Turnbull realizes he 
made the right decision in returning 
for another season with the Golden 
Hawks. His selection to the CIAU first 
all-star team and his improved 
technique as a pass-blocker have 
certainly topped off his illustrious 
career at Laurier. 
Paul Scholz 
Scholz, who man 
successfully juggle 
soccer. He says his 
athletics has made 
more enjoyable. It's just a 
"time management," Scholz 
Soccer has been 
enjoyable for Scholz 
been a part of the 
began four years ago. 
have been a close-knit 
share many memories, 
One highlight was 
Candian finals during 
season. Last season 
reached the OUAA finals 
defeated by the University 
Blues. 
Athough Paul plays 
defensive back, as either a 
a sweeper he was the 
scorer with five goals. All 
were head shots on either 
free kicks. 
He said he was di 
the team lost early in the 
the original goal had 
the playoffs in this ' i 
Scholz's return to the team 
unexpected surprise, as he 
to finish the last half i 
full-time and play one last 
soccer. 
Scholz had taken the term 
spring to try out for the 
team and the Toronto 
the Canadian 
League. After failing 
Tamiae Hockey 
the halfway 
last week and 
-nnn;;n,-, to show signs 
make for 
half leading to 
1. It was rumoured to 
fight 
2. a) Clarence Walker 
b) Hector Comancho 
c) Mike Curtis and 
d) Henry Ciccarone 
e) Marshall Glenn 
3. Carl Lewis 
He said he was happy to be 
selected to the CIAU team especially 
when he thought he did not have 
"too much of a chance." After 
watching the Vanier Cup game he 
felt the Hawks "could have made it" if 
only they had beaten McMaster. The 
reasons for the early defeat in the 
playoffs were "hard to pinpoint." 
This selection to the Canadian all-
star team will improve Turnbull's 
chances of being picked up by 
another team in the CFL. Although 
the Toronto Argonauts hold his 
rights until after the Grey Cup game, 
it is probable that he will become a 
free aqent. Should this occur, 
Paul Scholz, a fourth-year business 
student at Wilfrid Laurier, was 
recently selected to the All-Canadian 
soccer team for the fourth straight 
year. Scholz is the first Laurier ath· 
Jete to be named to The All-Canadian 
team for four consecutive seasons. 
Scholz has also been a member of 
the OUAA first team for four years. 
team, he has pushed ~<;,lothN•• 4. Sammy Baugh 
Todd Turnbull, offensive guard 
for the WLU Golden Hawks, has 
Selection to the All-Canadian team 
was quite an accomplishment for 
of soccer as a career and he· 
to enter the business 
finishes school in January. 
Warriors down Hawks
by Dave "Frenchy" Brunelle
The Waterloo Warriors proved to
be a little too strong for the men's
volleyball team last Friday night as
they defeated the Hawks 15-8,15-13,
and 15-11.
The many fans who were present
at the WLCI Athletic Complex created
a feeling of excitement for the Hawks.
This mood was quickly subdued
when, on the first play of the opening
set, starter John Stacey landed
awkwardly after he went up for the
spike and sustained a severe knee
injury.
All three sets were fairly long but
consisted of many short rallies. "Our
team played a respectable game. I
am pleased with the team effort,"
Coach Don Smith said, adding that
some of the calls in the second didn't
go in their favour. "We played a lot
better than we did in the Guelph
game last week. The team is making
progress, but our enthusiasm must
be intensified," stated Smith.
Coach Smith is looking forward
for the coming weekend when the
Hawks play in London Friday night
against a tough Western squad. On
Saturday the Hawks will participate in
the Guelph Invitational. He noted that
this tournament will be a good
chance to see how strong the bench
players can perform.
'Mental errors' hurt Hawks
by Theresa Noonan
The women's volleyball team hosted our
neighbouring rivals the Waterloo Athenas last
Wednesday, but lost the match three games to none.
The action was perhaps the most exciting ofthe season.
The team played well; however, according to Coach
Leach, they made "too many mental errors at the wrong
time." These mistakes cost the Hawks the match.
Waterloo won in three games: 15-12, 15-6, and 17-15.
The first game was a well-fought one. The players
showed a fine all-around team effort. However, in the
second game, the team had trouble controlling the ball.
In the third game, which was by far the most exciting,
Laurier forced Waterloo to play to their fullest potential.
The Hawks had a chance to win the game, but failed to
do so due to "mental errors." They did force the game
into extra points and proved to themselves that they can
play with the best teams in the league. Waterloo is
currently in first place in the CXJAA West division.
The team's next game is on Tuesday November 29
against McMaster. Game time is at 8:00 p.m. at the
Athletic Complex. This should prove to be a good game
as the Marauders are currently in second place and the
Hawks need a win to move into a tiefor second place. If
you want to treat yourself to exciting volleyball, come
down to the A.C. and cheer the team on.
Tamiae on Ice
by Darren Martin
The Tamiae Hockey League
reached the halfway point of the
schedule last week and the league is
beginning to show signs of parity.
This should make for an exciting
second half leading to the playoffs.
There was a major surprise on
Sunday night as the winless last-
place Stars played the game of their
lives aqd battled the first-place
Rangers to a 1-1 tie. Pete Jamieson
fired a wrist shot past Rob Strathern
to give the Stars an early lead. Tim
Courtis tied the score for the
Rangers. Both Strathern and Star's
goalie Paul Miller played solid games
to preserve the deadlock.
In the other game Sunday the
Bruins hammered the Leafs 5-1.
Eric Sippel had a productive night,
scoring two goals and adding two
assists. He also had a solid game on
defence. Bob Cuipa had two goals
and Scott Hemsley added one for the
Bruins. Dave Zamora had the lone
Leaf goal. The win allows the Bruins
to climb into second place and sets
up a showdown with the first-place
Rangers next week.
Last Thursday night's game was a
well-played contest which saw the
Leafs and the Habs skate to a 3-3
draw. John Canapini, Walter Wech,
and Dave Himes scored for the Leafs
while Andy Scott, Johnny Lee, and
Dan Wager replied for the Habs.
There is one sour note to report
this week. The league had to dismiss
its timekeeper because of his lack of
responsibility. It's a tough break for
the "Caveman" because he was just
engaged to be married last
Thursday. (Lucinda won't be very
happy about you losing your job,
Murray!)
hawk talk
Hockey
WLCi at McMaster
November 25
WLU vs Western
November 30 at 8:00 p.m.
Waterloo Arena
Men's Basketball
WLCi at Brock
Brock Invitational
November 25 & 26
Women's Basketball
WLU at McMaster
December 1 at 7:00 p.m.
Men's Volleyball
WLCJ at Western
November 25
WLCI at Guelph
Guelph Invitational
November 26
Women's Volleyball
WLCI at Guelph
Guelph Invitational
November 26
WLU vs McMaster
November 29 at 8:00 p.m.
Athletic Complex
Men's squash
WLCI at York
York Invitational
November 25
Answers
1- It was rumoured to be a fixed
fight
2. a) Clarence Walker
t>) Hector Comancho
c) Mike Curtis and Dwight White
d) Henry Ciccarone
e) Marshall Glenn
3. Carl Lewis
4. Sammy Baugh
5. Pete Peeters
6. Montreal, 10 times
7. Five
8. O. J. Simpson
9. 1963
10. John Bassett
11. He was the first man to clear
14 feet in the pole vault (he won
the 1928 gold medal)
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Master of Public one year (3-term) multi-disciplinary program,
•
, . . . with an emphasis on public policy studies, at
A.aminiStratlon t^e federal provincial and municipal levels of
Queen's University government.
at Kingston Admission Requirements B A (Honours), or its
_
equivalent, with upper second class standing,
rp=T all fields of study.
Information/Applications available from
School of Public Administration
- Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario L 3N6.
Telephone (613)-547-3031.
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YUKON JACKATTACK 4.
TheFrost Bite.
For more Yukon Jack recipes write: 112 YUKON JACK RECIPES, Box 2710. Postal Station "U," Toronto, Ontario MBZ SPI.
Laurier going
to Buffalo
via Boston
This year the WLG Student Onion
is once again sponsoring a Boston
Pool Tournament in the Games
Room. The tournament is to be held
on Saturday, January 14 and
Saturday, January 28. In February,
the top players (hopefully including
women this year) will go to Buffalo to
compete in The Association of
College Gnions International (ACG-I)
Recreation Tournament.
"This year we want to hold a
separate women's tournament, but
we need to get enough women
entered in order to send the winners
to the tournament," says tournament
organizer Sandy Copping.
There is a nominal 51.50 entry fee
and the tournament will be played
under official Boston rules. Last
year's WLG-Boston winners, D.
"Fats" Pound and "Captain" Jim
Clarke, both expressed great
satisfaction in being able to
respresent WLCI in the ACG-I
Recreation Tournament.
Registration and details are
available in the Games Room.
Organizers Sandy Copping, Terry
Sinclair and Tim Turcotte are also
available for information at any time.
A foosball tournament will also be
held at this time. Details will be
available in the Games Room at a
later date.
Sideline
by Theresa Kelly
Controversy has hit the basketball court. If you didn't see the first
round of the Maismith Classic featuring the Hawks against the
Acadia Axeman last Friday, you missed a thriller of a basketball
game. I don't usually get as emotionally involved in a basketball
game as I do in a football game, but I was cheering my head off at
this particular match.
Talk about confusing games! The game ended on three different
occasions with the Hawks winning once and Acadia winning once
before the Hawks finally squeaked past the Axemen 63-62. I may
have been there but i was having problems following the
controversy. Here goes.
The Hawks had been winning for much of the game. Their lead
was cut to just three points in the last few minutes. Our team had
been playing solid basketball throughout the game and 1 was pretty
confident that they would pull off the win. It would turn out to be
the longest few minutes of my life!
Time slowly counted down and the Hawks found themselves
clinging to their three-point lead. With seconds left, the Axemen got
a jump shot to cut the margin to just one point. All the Hawks had
to do was hold on to the ball.
Now here's where it gets confusing. After the Axemen scored, a
foul was called against the Hawks. Ihe Acadia player received one
free throw as a result of the foul with just five seconds left.
No one breathed as the Acadia player lined up for the shot.
Relief. He missed. There was no time left on the clock. Hawks win
— or so I thought. Another Axemen had been fouled as he went
for the rebound after the missed free throw.
Even thouqh there was no time left on the clock, he received two
free throws. ITie Hawks had already left the gym, claiming the
victory. By the time the dust settled and the decision was made,
the team could have been showered and changed. Call the team
back, Acadia still has a chance to win.
Tension mounts. Acadia sets up for the two free throws. They
need one to tie, two to win. He hits both and the Axemen pull out
the strangest win I've ever seen.
But wait — the Hawks, with no time left, try a desperation pass
down court and more controversy occurs. It seems Acadia had
cleared the bench, even though there was no buzzer, thinking the
game was indeed over. A bench technical was called against
Acadia and the Hawks received two shots of their own, the score
62-61 Acadia.
Talk about pressure cookers. Steve Forden stands alone on the
court with a chance to win the game. An episode of Happy Days
crossed my mind when Richie was in the same situation but he
missed. His dad comforted him later with a Life Saver. Lucky for
Steve he made both shots to win the game. (Lisa and I were fresh
out of Life Savers.)
I'm hooked now. I never thought the day would come when I'd
become hooked on basketball, but after a game like that....
******
Great weekend for Canadian football. First the Calgary Dinos
made my day Saturday by defeating the Queen's Gaels 31-21.
Great game — almost made me wish I was there in that cool and
drizzly weather.
On Sunday I watched two exciting division finals. Yep — two. For
those of you who didn't see the Argos beat the Tiger Cats 41-36
because of that stupid blackout, my sympathies.
It was a great game, down to the last minutes, as the Argos
came from behind to gain a Grey Cup berth. My brother Ron
conveniently has a satellite dish in his backyard so we all got to
watch the game live on ESPN — an American sports channel.
Aren't brothers great!
The western final was equally exciting as B.C. won that game 39-
21 over the Winnipeg Blue Bombers.
Grey Cup prediction: Argos will clinch their first Cup since 1952.
I'm even willing to bet on it!
sports quiz
by Johnny E. Sop Answers on page 17
1. What was the 1965 title fight between Sonny Liston and Cassius Clay
known for?
2. Who is:
a) Foots? d) Chic?
b) Macho? Little Sleepy?
c) Mad Dog?
3. What is the American record for the 200 metre dash, and who
currently holds it?
4. Which NFL Hall of Famer led the NFL in passing in 1940 and
1943?
5. Who finished second to Wayne Gretzky in the voting for the Hart
trophy?
6. Which city has hosted the NHL all-star game the most times since it
began in 1947?
7. Of the top individual scorers last year in the NHL, how many were
Edmonton Oilers: 3, 4, or 5?
8. Which NFL running back has the most career 200-yard rushing
games?
9. In what year were both Alex Karras and Paul Homung given one year
suspensions: 1960, 1963 or 1966?
10. Who is the principle owner of the Tampa Bay Bandits of the (JSFL.
11. Langer question: What was Sabin W. Carr best known for?
The Manessa Mauler is really Jack Dempsey, not Sonny Liston as was
reported last week. T.K.
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sportsPm, Angelo's|112 Pizza anda! Spaghettiv House
258 KING STREET EAST, KITCHENER
576-4600 576-8630
cPfCI^S 11 a.m.S* p to 2:30 p.m.
Monday 9"PIZZA
$2.75 for 3 items (reg. $4.00)
Tuesday SPAGHETTI
and meat sauce
$1.79 (reg. $3.60)
Wednesday PANZEROTTI
buy 1 for $4.75, get the
2nd for $1.00 (2 items only)
GET
/ with Student I.D.
on regular food
/112\ orders only. Not/ valid on specials.
OFF
Eat in or take out
(not valid on delivery)
MsB&l WING E
£ loDi DING II NIGHT]
I All you can eat wings $5.99 I
I Tuesday Nights 4:00 - ii:oopm A
t CHOTEfe WATERLOO t
4 K«NG ST. N., WATERLOO (KING & ERB) 885-5840
"IMPORTANT GRAD PORTRAIT INFORMATION"
It appears that some of the local studios are not too pleased that their monopoly has been broken Asa result, there is H
■ an active anonymous campaign going on to put our studio down'
After a careful search considering many different bids by photographers, our studio was chosen over all other H
studios. The decision was made based on price, quality and service
Your Grad portraits are being taken by Gerry Laarakker.MPA MPA stands.for Master of Photographic Arts. There are
approximately 75 Canadians who have received this highest compliment in the Photographic Profession, but none are
■ in the Waterloo area
You might be interested to know that at the University of Waterloo, the followina faculties also switched to us;
■ Engineering, Mathematics and Social Sciences. The Faculty of Sciences were sufficiently pleased with our work last
year that they retained us again this year'
So don't be misled by ads that are designed to confuse you, we are the only official studio hired by your Executive to H
provide you with Grad Portrait services.
And because of our money back guarantee, you've got nothing to lose' If you don't like your proofs, we'll cheerfully
refund your money on their return 1 See you in Januaryl
scoreboard
Hockey standings
Results
Waterloo 9 Laurentian 2
Ryerson 7 Windsor 4
Queen's 6 Guelph 4
York 6 Western 1
Toronto 10 Windsor 6
McMaster 4 Queen's 1
Intramural Hockey Standings
Note: These standings do not
include Tuesday's or Wednesday's
results.
Tamiae on Ice
Men's volleyball standings
Results
Guelph 3 Western 2
Brock 3 McMaster 1
Waterloo 3 Laurier 0
Vanier Cup: Calgary 31 Queen's 21
Naismith Classic at CIW
Final: Waterloo 77 Brock 70
Third place: Winnipeg 80 Laurier
71
Consolation: Acadia 87 McMaster
80
Women's basketball standings
Results
Waterloo 76 Laurier 26
Windsor 69 Guelph 61
Women's volley ball standings
Results
Waterloo 3 McMaster 1
McMaster 3 Brock 0
Western 3 Guelph 0
Windsor 3 Brock 1
Waterloo 3 Laurier 0
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G W L T F A P
Toronto 6 6 0 0 60 21 12
Laurier 7 4 1 2 43 21 10
York 8 5 3 0 49 29 10
Brock 8 4 3 1 34 47 9
McMaster 7 4 2 1 37 28 9
Waterloo 8 4 3 1 39 42 9
Laurentian 7 3 2 2 35 37 8
Guelph 8 4 4 0 38 36 8
Queen's 8 3 3 2 38 37 8
Western 8 3 4 1 34 38 7
RMC 9 2 5 2 45 64 6
Ryerson 7 2 5 0 27 45 4
Windsor 8 0 8 0 28 59 0
MP ML TP
Waterloo 3 3 0 6
Western 3 2 14
Guelph 3 2 14
Laurier 3 12 2
Brock 3 12 2
McMaster 3 0 3 0.
GPW L T P
TNCIC 7 6 1 0 12
Molesters 5 4 0 l 9
Eye Phelta Thi 6 4 119
The (Jnit 5 4 10 8
Molson Canadians 5 4 10 8
Delegates II 6 3 3 0 6
Brew Crew 5 2 2 1 5
Offcam I 6 13 2 4
Brew-ins 6 0 5 1 1
Offcam II 6 0 5 1 1
Horncusters 7 0 6 1 1
G W L T p A P
Rangers 6 5 0 1 32 13 11
Bruins 6 3 2 1 24 22 7
Wings 5 2 2 1 28 20 5
Habs 5 2 2 1 17 22 5
{Leafs 6 2 3 1 18 30 5
Stars 6 0 5 1 12 24 1
G W L T F A P
Windsor 3 3 0 0 221 133 6
Brock 1 1 0 0 90 57 2
Waterloo 2 110 133 151 2
McMaster 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Guelph 1 0 1 0 61 69 0
Western 1 0 1 0 68 69 0
Laurier 2 0 2 0 75 152 0
MP MW ML TP
Waterloo 4 4 0 8
McMaster 4 3 16 |
Windsor 4 3 16
Laurier 4 2 2 4
Brock 3 0 3 0
Western 3 12 0
Quelph 4 0 4 0
DR. G.A. GRANT
DR. Y.J. GRANT
DR. D.C. LUTZI
DR. J.E. HOHNER
OPTOMETRISTS
232 King St. N.
WATERLOO
across from the WLU
Athletic Complex
for appointments call
885-2574
112 J • Resumes VXM ttJP • Letters • Mailing Lists m
If t Word Processing, Editing, Typing 1 1
232 King Street North, Waterloo
I V -John C. Routley, B.fl. _ I I
886-8089
\ LSAT !
! GMAT \
: PREP. COURSES i
: offered for :
IGMAT Jan. 28 j
; LSAT Dec. 3 j
I For information call: .
; (416) 665-3377 :
BIRTHRIGHT
is
caring, non-
judgemental, and
willing to help free of
charge.
If you have an
unwanted pregnancy
phone: 579 - 3990
THERE ARE
BETTER WAYS
TO SPEND
YOUR MONEY
I ON DEC 1 and 2 I
I |
I
WLUSU ACTIVITIES
Drop by the I
I INFO 1ICENTRE I
ON THE MAIN FLOOR OF I
THE STUDENT UNION BLDG. I
* lost & found *we sell stamps
* we cash personal cheques
* pub ticket sales * good music
* Pick up your directory
* FREE posters * bus tickets to Toronto I
OPEN I
10 a.m. to 10 p.m. I
MONDAY to FRIDAY I
BOAR'S HEAD DINNER I I
December sth in the
Tickets Theatre Auditorium
On Sale $3.00 with meal card
Monday $7.00 without
Don't miss this Laurier tradition!
r weekends at-i I
W WILFS
// LIVEJAZZwith I
the Bruce MacColl Trio, I
\ iL_ featuring solos by WLCJ
NOM J students. Saturday nightsCOVERSI are the time to sit back I
and enjoy great jazz and
friendly seivice in the
intimate atmosphere of Wilfs. I
See you this Saturday!
irweekdays at I
WILFS
Join us for some Christmas cheer. I
The season's special is EGGNOG. I
I FRIDAY NIGHT I
MOVIES
[112 APOCALYPSE]
I (NOW I
I Starring: Marlon Brando |
I Martin Sheen I
I ROOM IEI I
I Nov 25 8 pm 1
in the
TURRET
TONIGHT
The I
PARACHUTE CLUB 1
Nov. 24th !
tickets $5 WLU/$6 GUESTS
on sale Monday at the I
INFO Centre
